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Resumen
La bronosopia virtual es una ténia de reonstruión tridimensional generada por medio del or-
denador que simula la vista de las vías aéreas , omo si se estuviese llevando a abo una bronosopia
real. Representa un ambiente útil de entrenamiento donde el dotor puede reibir indiaiones sobre
el amino más orto que oneta la tráquea on la zona enferma que se neesita observar on más
atenión. La idea prinipal onsiste en realizar una exploraión de los pulmones lo mas real posible,
omo si el dotor estuviese sujetando un bronosopio dando la sensaión de estar interatuando
on el ambiente real. Con este objetivo, el usuario llevará a abo la tarea de exploraión utilizando
un dispositivo háptio, el ual permite la retro-alimentaión de fuerzas que puede ser aprovehada
para dar sensaión de tato y friión y también para dar una posible guía a lo largo de una ruta
alulada. El desarrollo de ese proyeto requiere: la implementaión de una representaión graa
de los pulmones desde un punto de vista exterior y desde la ámara del bronosopio; la determi-
naión de los movimientos del dispositivo háptio para poder ontrolar el bronosopio virtual de
la manera más real posible; la representaión háptia de las fuerzas de ontato on los elementos
virtuales y, nalmente, una evaluaión por parte de un equipo médio espeializado. El programa
será desarrollado utilizando H3DAPI para la representaión graa y la interfaz háptia, Qt para
onstruir la Interfaz Gráa de Usuario y CMake para denir el proyeto: debido a esas eleiones
la apliaión podrá funionar en diferentes Sistemas Operativos.
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Abstrat
Virtual bronhosopy is a omputer-generated, three-dimensional reonstrution tehnique that
simulates a bronhosopist's view of the airways, reating a training environment where the dotor
an be assisted with indiation of the shortest path onneting the trahea to the lung's diseased
zone whih he wants to analyze.
The idea is to make the lung exploration as muh real as possible, as if the dotor was really handling
a bronhosope, even giving the sensation of touhing and interating with the real physial bronhial
tube. With this aim, in this work, the user will arry out the exploration task by using a hapti
devie, whih is a devie that allows fore feedbak that an be exploited to give touh and frition
sensation and also to provide guidane along the alulated path.
The development of the projet requires: a) The implementation of the graphial representation of
the lungs both as a general view and as seen from the bronhosope tip; b) The determination of
the movement of the hapti devie that allows to ontrol the motions of the virtual bronhosope in
a realisti way; ) The hapti rendering of the ontat fores; d) Validation with qualied personal.
The software will be developed using H3DAPI for images representation and Hapti interfae, Qt
for the Graphi User Interfae and CMake for dening the projet: due to this hoies the program
will be able to run on dierent Operative Systems.
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Prefae
Lately, engineering and mediine are ollaborating more and more to nd new solutions to make the
dotor task easier and inrease the omfort for the patient. The tendeny is to make the operations
the least invasive possible and to intensify the use of virtual reality for training or diagnosis. This
tehniques have been improving their reliability and they are inreasingly assuming a fundamen-
tal role on the mediine sene. Despite this big steps, many invasive medial proedure are still
unavoidable, an example is bronhosopy. It still represents the unique way to obtain samples of
the possible tumoral tissue for further analysis or to remove foreign objets from the airways. This
proedure is still very bothering for the patient and in some ases it takes a long time (bronhosopy
an last between 20 and 30 minutes depending on the proedure to perform).
Also in this eld the dotor an reeive an important assistane from tehnology. The most spread
and armed tools used are Virtual Bronhosopy and training platform. They take are of two
dierent but both important sides of the bronhosopy eld. Training platforms provide medial
sta with a very real environment where they an approah to the bronhosopy in a safe way
and experiment some kind of ompliations that an ome out during the real proedure.
Virtual Bronhosopy helps dotors to make preliminary studies on the onformation of the patient
airway and hoose the better solution proedure. The inreasing diusion of this tool an be onsid-
ered a natural expression of the urrent tendeny of the personalization of the health are whose
basi idea is to use the patient's internal struture to plan the better proedure. Furthermore,
nowadays the learness of the information is another important point and with 3D reonstrution
provided by virtual bronhosopy, patient and dotor an have almost the same level of understand-
ing.
This work wants to plae itself exatly in the juntion of these two elds (training and virtual
reonstrution to previous planning and diagnosis) reating a new tool that an personalize also
the training.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
Bronhosopy is an interventional medial proedure used to analyze the bronhial tube, to see
abnormalities of the airway, obtain samples from a spei lung site identied on preoperative
images (CTI or MRI)
1
, evaluate a person who has bleeding in the lungs, possible lung aner, a
hroni ough, or a ollapsed lung, remove foreign objets lodged in the airway or open the spaes
of a bloked airway.
A ritial point for this tehnique is to nd the right path to get to the target: dotors usually
analyze the DICOM images
2
and try to plan the path on these 2-D images, whih are very dierent
from the real sene they will fae while exeuting bronhosopy. Finding the way inside the bronhial
tree, then, omes to be very diult and it takes a long time to the dotor to nd the right path
or to make an overall analysis of the airways, with a onsequent great bother for the patient.
Conerning this last point, the urrent tendeny in medial proedures is to make them as muh
no-invasive as possible so that the patient would be less aeted and would feel more omfortable.
Considering this fundamental question, Virtual Bronhosopy (VB) ould be onsidered a useful
tool. VB is a omputer-generated, three-dimensional reonstrution tehnique that allows medial
sta to explore the bronhial tree. This tehnique is already used to make a previous analysis
of lungs, help individuating the diseased zone and to see if it is neessary to proeed with real
bronhosopy.
This projet intends to improve Virtual Bronhosopy so that to make the lung exploration as
muh real as possible, as if the dotor was really handling a bronhosope, even giving the sensation
of touhing and interating with the real physial bronhial tube. With this aim, in this work, the
user will arry out the exploration task by using a hapti devie, whih is a devie that allows fore
feedbak that an be exploited to give touh and frition sensation.
1
Computed Tomography and Magneti Resonane Images
2
Digital Imaging and COmmuniations in Mediine, the set of slies oming from CT images (in gray sale)
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Chapter 2
State of Art
2.1 Bronhosopy
Bronhosopy is a proedure in whih a thin tube is threaded through the nose or mouth into the
windpipe and lungs. This allows the liniian to look inside a patient's airway for abnormalities
like blokages, bleeding, tumors, or inammation. The liniian often takes samples from inside the
lungs: biopsies, uid, or endobronhial brushing. The liniian may use either a rigid or a exible
bronhosope.
Types
There are two ways to perform a bronhosopy, depending on whih bronhosope is used: a rigid
bronhosope or a exible beropti bronhosope. We will enter on exible bronhosope, sine,
today, the majority of bronhosopies are performed using the exible beropti sope beause of
the improved patient omfort and redued use of anesthesia. For the same reason, in our study, it
has been deided to model the movements of this kind of bronhosope.
Flexible beropti bronhosopy uses a beropti amera on a exible mounting to look inside the
airway. This tehnique is more omfortable for the patient and does not require general anesthesia,
although, in most ases, onsious sedation (twilight sleep) is utilized. The bronhosope an be
onsidered as a devie with 3 DOF, as it is shown in the piture 2.1:
• insertion/extration of the tube (A).
• rotation along the axis of the tube (D).
• rotation (±90o) of the tip, that allows the dotor to turn. The rotation of the tip is made by
rotating a little wheel (B) in the handle of the bronhosope.
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Figure 2.1: Degrees of freedom of a bronhosope. 1) translational motion forward and bakward along the
D-axis generated by pushing and pulling the bronhosope (B); 2) rotational motion around the
C-axis obtained by turning wheel A (the amera entral axis, E, oinides with D when the wheel
is at its home position); 3) rotational motion around the D-axis produed by the rotation of the
whole bronhosope handle.
The bronhosope is inserted through the nose (or mouth), down the throat, and into the airways
(see g. 2.2). The bronhosope an also be inserted into the airway through a breathing tube. A
exible bronhosope is a long, thin tube of optial bers that transmit light. Before the proedure,
the nose and throat are numbed by a spray of mediine squirted into those areas. This helps prevent
oughing and gagging when the bronhosope is inserted. The voal ords, windpipe and airways
are visualized by a light and mini-amera situated on the tip of the bronhosope. Pre-mediation
is given before the proedure to relax the patient but not ause loss of onsiousness.
As mentioned before, the navigation in the bronhial tree and, onsequently, the diagnosis an
be very diult: beause of their dimension and low exibility, standard bronhosopes annot
reah all the zone of the lungs (above all the upper and boarder zones), so the dotor is not able
to see diretly all the part of the lungs themselves. In the exploration with the bronhosope, the
dotor have not many referenes that helps him to nd the right path towards the zone of interest,
so the navigation is very diult, sometimes. New advaned methods have been introdued to help
navigate the bronhosope and improve diagnosti ability, suh as Virtual Bronhosopy (whih will
be illustrated in the next setion), eletromagneti navigation and endobronhial ultrasound.
Eletromagneti navigation bronhosopy detets lung tumors by using low-frequeny eletromag-
neti waves to guide the bronhosope.
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Figure 2.2: Sheme of exible bronhosopy
Endobronhial ultrasound an be ombined with eletromagneti navigation bronhosopy to ahieve
a great tehnique for tumor detetion: a study found that the ombination of the two tehniques
was able to suessfully diagnose lesions in 88% of patients, whereas eletromagneti navigation
bronhosopy alone suessfully diagnosed lesions in 59% of patients [1℄.
2.2 Virtual Bronhosopy
Advanes in omputer tehnology have permitted development of virtual reality images of the tra-
heobronhial tree using data sets derived from helial CT of the hest. One method is virtual
bronhosopy (VB), whih is a form of omputed tomography (CT).
Virtual bronhosopy is used for the sreening of airways in endoluminal neoplasias diagnosis,
for the evaluation of bronhial stenosis and to obtain a sort of map for the prospetive beropti
bronhosopy. This tehnique does not need the insertion of any instrument in the airways. It uses
speial x-ray equipment to take lear, detailed pitures of the inside of the lungs. Its 3D reon-
strution allows a better observation of the relation between the airways and all the other organs
or other strutures. It has improved the ability of bronhosopy to detet small, anerous lung
lesions that are inaessible by onventional methods, above all in peripheral zones, but it annot
be used to sample neither ytologi nor histologi material. VB does not represent an alternative
to ber-opti bronhosopy. It seems lear that the virtual bronhosopi view of the airway, if
both anatomially aurate and providing aurate measurements, is an important new addition in
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the pulmonary physiian's pratie, and is espeially useful in evaluating the airway before initial
or sequential real bronhosopies where an interventional proedure might be onsidered. These
images redue the hanes of signiant surprises ourring during any proedure, and allow the
patient and family to be as fully informed of the reords as the physiian is.
Complex Virtual Bronhosopy
Virtual bronhosopy an be used to ahieve dierent results and it is beoming the urrent helping
tool to improve diagnosis and to failitate the task of the bronhosopy. We an basially distinguish
three omplex appliation of the VB idea.
The rst of these omplex virtual bronhosopy appliations uses the data ontained within the
three-dimensional image for proedures of loalization within the mediastinum
1
and hilar stru-
tures
2
.
A simple example is understanding where a mediastinal lymph node is in relation to the bronhial
tree. In traditional bronhosopy, the dotor an only see the airway lumen and not on the other
side of the nontransparent bronhial epithelium, where the lymph node (that is the target for a
transbronhial needle aspiration or ore biopsy) may be. Using the virtual bronhosopy information
obtained from the three-dimensional MDCT (Multi Detetor Computed Tomography) dataset, it an
be shown preisely the same image as the real bronhosope does, with gray-sale rendering. With
these two images side by side (the virtual bronhosopi visualization and the real bronhosope
visualization of the same region), it is possible to make the virtual bronhial wall transparent, so
that the strutures through the bronhial wall an be visualized.
One the lymph node is made visible on the virtual bronhosope images, omparing the virtual
and real sene, the bronhosopy operator an, with a great degree of ondene, know where the
target lymph node is. His task an be made easier using a omputer sript for the image proessing
to transfer the virtual image with the lymph node in question to overlay the real bronhosopi
image.
Early results suggest a greater than 90% suess rate for mediastinal and hilar lymph node biopsies.
Clearly, these early suesses open the possibility of sampling mediastinal strutures preisely and
1
The mediastinum is a non-delineated group of strutures in the thorax, surrounded by loose onnetive tissue.
It is the entral ompartment of the thorai avity. It ontains the heart, the great vessels of the heart, esophagus,
trahea, phreni nerve, ardia nerve, thorai dut, thymus, and lymph nodes of the entral hest.
2
Above and behind the ardia impression is a triangular depression named the hilum, where the strutures whih
form the root of the lung enter and leave the visus. These inlude the pulmonary artery, the superior and inferior
pulmonary veins, lymphati vessels and the bronhus, with bronhial vessels surrounding it.A pleural sleeve is reated
around these strutures, where the pleura reets, hanging from viseral to parietal. These strutures pass through
the narrow hila on eah side and then branh as they widen out into the lungs. The hila are not symmetrial but
ontain the same basi strutures on eah side.
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reliably. This also opens up the possibility of loalized appliation of nonspei or spei therapies.
A seond advaned virtual bronhosopi appliation is that of path-nding to a peripheral region
of interest within the lung [2℄. With the signiant improvement in MDCT sanners, seven or eight
generations of airways an now be automatially extrated and evaluated. A spei software an
interrogate the three-dimensional image dataset and provide a pathway that links the trahea with
the lesion in the lungs peripheral region. This path, then, an be easily annulated and one this
tube is plaed, several probes an be plaed either to brush or biopsy or optially or by ultrasound
sample the lesion of interest.
Using these sorts of approahes, in early studies, 80% of peripheral lung lesions an be easily and
satisfatorily sampled. These pulmonary pathnding appliations are in linial studies and are
being developed by a number of ompanies for medial appliation.
The third advaned virtual bronhosopy appliation involves the targeting of the peripheral
lung for endobronhial valve-type proedures in the management of pulmonary emphysema, so-
alled endobronhial lung volume redution surgery [3℄. Here, the information that is required is
the state of the lung parenhyma and the extent of emphysema in eah segmental region together
with the anatomi onguration and size of the subtending airway segments. In this ase, it allows
operating interventional pulmonologist to plan many things before the proedure, suh as valve size,
how many segments a devie might require to be plaed, whether the segment lengths are adequate
for the valve plaement.
In summary, it an be armed that VB is getting a more and more useful tool to be used
with atual bronhosopy. Appliation of advaned virtual bronhosopy tehniques is an obvious
solution to shorten proedure times, to improve auray of devie plaement, to redue medial
error, and to eduate the patient and families.
2.3 Simulation Training
One important tool for the training of the bronhosopy operator is the bronhosopy simulator
(2.3). It's a virtual reality simulator with a model exible bronhosope that looks and feels like
the real objet. It interats with a small benh top sensor whih registers the sope's movements
and translates this to a three-dimensional virtual airway displayed on a omputer sreen. The user
an progress through virtual linial senarios reeiving instant feedbak from the simulator whih
measures partiipant performane. In ertain models the reonstrution of medial environment is
very realisti, it an omprise a replia of a human body and many ompliations that an happens
during the real bronhosope.
A bronhosopy simulator allows the dotors to repeat the proedural experienes at their own
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Figure 2.3: The VR bronhosopy skill station inludes a art, omputer, display, printer, proxy exible
bronhosope, and keyboard. While the operator performs Flexible Fiber Bronhosope via the
left nares, realisti resistane is felt during manipulation of the proxy exible bronhosope.
pae and pratie medial proedures by aurately dupliating the look and the feel of real-life
situations. This improves patient safety by allowing the dotor to beome better trained without
putting patients at risk. The study in [4℄ ompared the bronhosopy skills and ognitive knowledge
of 22 fellows who reeived standard bronhosopy training with 22 fellows who reeived additional
bronhosopy training, inluding simulation bronhosopy and an online urriulum. Results showed
that fellows who reeived additional simulation training signiantly improved their bronhosopy
skills and aelerated the aquisition of skills ompared with those who reeived standard training.
Simulators will allow this initial training to our in a time-eient and ost-eetive manner. In
a very short period of time, fellows an be exposed to a broad range of ases that reet variations in
patient anatomy, pathology, and physiology. These exerises or proedures would otherwise require
numerous real-life enounters and ostly hours of supervision.
Simulation Proedure
To begin the bronhosopy, the user inserts the bronhosope into the roboti devie. The bronho-
sope feels and ats like an atual exible beropti bronhosope. The devie traks the motions of
the exible bronhosope and reprodues the fores felt during an atual bronhosopi proedure.
The proximal end of the interfae devie an be shaped like a human fae with a port to insert
the exible bronhosope through one of the nasal passages. The exible bronhosope traks the
manipulations of the tip ontrol lever, the sution button, and video buttons. In addition, instru-
ments are traked as they are manipulated in the working hannel. This allows for biopsies and
other diagnosti and therapeuti proedures to be performed on the simulator.
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A monitor displays omputer-generated images of the airway as the user navigates through the vir-
tual anatomy. Texture maps based on videotapes of atual bronhosopi images are added to the
airway models to give the muosa a realisti look. Using dierent CT san data sets allows for the
development of a variety of simulated ases that reet a range of patient anatomy and pathology.
In addition to being anatomially orret, the virtual patient also behaves in a realisti manner.
The patient breathes, oughs, bleeds, and exhibits hanges in vital signs. Compliations are pro-
grammed in suh as lidoaine toxiity ausing the patient to seize or develop a ardia arrhythmia.
The simulation omputer software reords all the ations of the user and stores this information
in a database. Compliations suh as hemorrhage, pneumothorax and ardiorespiratory distress an
be programmed to our during a simulated ase. The trainee must then respond in a timely and
appropriate manner.
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Chapter 3
Motivation
In omparison with real bronhosopy, Virtual Bronhosopy has some advantages. It is a non-
invasive proedure that an visualize areas inaessible to the exible bronhosope. Virtual bron-
hosopy is able to evaluate bronhial stenosis and obstrution aused by both endoluminal pathol-
ogy (tumor, muus, foreign bodies) and external ompression (anatomial strutures, tumor, lymph
nodes), an be helpful in the preoperative planning of stent plaement and an be used to evalu-
ate surgial sutures after lung transplantations, lobetomy or pneumetomy. Virtual bronhosopy,
then, is a very useful tool but it provides only an exploration made by a amera passing through
points, whih are established previously. Sine all the ommands are given by keyboard or mouse,
this proedure does not allow any sort of interation with the tissue nor a orrespondene with the
real movements the dotor would do with the bronhosope. Furthermore, sine no interation is
provided, the virtual amera an go out of the bronhial tree, while exploring within.
The bronhosopy simulator, whih, on one side, provides a very realisti environment (on-
sidering fore feeling, proedure and instruments), is not very pratial, on the other hand, for a
spei analysis on a partiular patient: it provides only a range of ases that reet variations in
patient anatomy, pathology, and physiology. Moreover, it does ost a lot.
Therefore, there is the need of a VB system able to be navigated in a more realisti way. This
an be ahieved exploiting the harateristi of haptis devies that an provide the dotor with a
omplete platform to see and, somehow, feel as if he were doing a real bronhosopy on that spei
patient.
The natural target of this software will be bronhosopy experts, who will exploit the useful
harateristis of the VB joined with a more ergonomi way of doing it.
By using VB with hapti feedbak, medial sta is expeted to arry out their tasks in a more
uent way and in a shorter time, sine they would know the path and movement in advane. Fur-
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thermore, this fat is also expeted to improve the patient reation to this operation, sine it would
take less time and redue the number of forward-bakward movements of the bronhosope in
bronhis, whih are very annoying for the patient.
The present work is foused on the development of a system able to allow people to navigate
inside the bronhial tree using an hapti devie. Sine it is part of a bigger projet, this work also
responds to the need of having a software that ould integrate all the tools developed in the whole
projet: load the 3D-lung reonstrution from CT images and the shortest path alulated to get
to the diseased lung zone and allow people to navigate the 3D sene using a hapti devie.
This work intends to represent another little step to the personalization of health are, whih
means to use the patient's internal struture and funtion for the training or preplanning of omplex
diagnosti or therapeuti proedures. This seems to be a fundamentally important harateristi
for improving the outome of health are.
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Chapter 4
Objetives
The main objetive of this work is to make a basi appliation whih, exploiting virtual reality and
haptis devie potentialities, an be used to exeute virtual bronhosopy of that partiular patient
in a more pratial and realisti way, using the same movements to move the amera within the
airways and rereating, somehow, the feelings of a real bronhosopy. It is not the aim of this work
to build a omplex simulator.
To ahieve this objetive, this work is divided into two modules:
• Navigation Module
The rst problem that has to be resolved is the determination of the haptis devie movements
that allow to ontrol the motions of the virtual bronhosope in the most realisti way, in other
words the most aurate orrespondene between amera motion ontrolled by haptis devie
and the amera motion ontrolled by bronosope has to be found, disabling, if it is neessary,
those devie DOF not present in the real bronosope.
This module must also ope with the rendering of the ontat fores and the management of
the ollisions, in order to avoid the exit from within the bronhial tube.
• Visualization Module
The software also requires a Graphis Interfae that permits the user to see the virtual sene
and explore it: to make the exploration more intuitive, the appliation must provide the
graphial representation of the lungs both as a general view and as seen from the bronhosope
tip, so the user an always know in whih position he is and where to go.
Another important objetive is to reate a ross-platform software, able to run on dierent
Operative System. Therefore, the libraries hosen for the implementation will meet this require-
ment.
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Chapter 5
Involved Hardware: Hapti Devie
5.1 Hapti Devies
Hapti devies (or haptial interfaes) are mehanial devies that allow users to touh, feel and
manipulate 3D objets in a virtual environment or in a tele-operated system. Unlike the other most
ommon omputer interfae devies (mouse, keyboard or joystik) whih are input-only devies, the
hapti devies are input-output devies, meaning that they trak a user's physial manipulations
(input) and provide realisti touh and sensations oordinated with on-sreen events (output): they
give the fore feedbak to the subjet who is interating with virtual or remote environments, giving,
somehow, the sensation of being present in the sene.
The word hapti derives from the Greek haptikos meaning being able to ome into ontat
with. In human-omputer interation, hapti feedbak means both tatile and fore feedbak. The
term Tatile, or touh feedbak is used to express the sensations felt by the skin. Tatile feedbak
allows users to feel things suh as the texture of surfaes and vibration. Fore feedbak reprodues
diretional fores that an result from solid boundaries, the weight of grasped virtual objets,
mehanial ompliane of an objet and inertia. All these features enhane the task performane
and inrease the realism of a simulation.
Considering the human sensorial harateristis, they impose muh faster refresh rates for hapti
feedbak than for visual feedbak: for example, tatile sensors in the skin respond best to vibrations
higher than 300 Hz. For this reason HAPI1, and usually also the other hapti rendering APIs man-
age the high priority threads for hapti rendering at 1000 Hz [5℄. This order-of-magnitude dierene
between haptis and vision bandwidths requires that the hapti interfae inorporate a dediated
ontroller. Sine it is omputationally expensive to onvert enoder data to end eetor position
1
Library for hapti handling and rendering. It will be further desribed in setion 6.
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and translate motor torques into diretional fores, a hapti devie will usually have its own ded-
iated proessor. This removes omputation osts assoiated with haptis and the host omputer
an dediate its proessing power to appliation requirements, suh as rendering high-level graphis
[6℄.
The hapti interfaes sold at present an be lassied as either ground-based devies (fore
reeting joystiks and linkage-based devies) or body-based devies (gloves, suits, exoskeletal de-
vies). The most popular design on the market is a linkage-based system, whih onsists of a roboti
arm attahed to a stylus. The arm traks the position of the stylus and is apable of exerting a
fore on the tip of this stylus.
An alternative to a linkage-based devie is one that is tension-based. Instead of applying fore
through links, ables are onneted to the point of ontat in order to exert a fore. Enoders
determine the length of eah able. From this information, the position of a grip an be determined.
Motors are used to reate tension in the ables, whih results in an applied fore at the grip. In
this ase, it has to be onsidered the one whih better would represent the bronhosope, so it had
been hosen a linked based system.
Many kind of devies an be found among the linkage-based systems. Sine the onguration
of one bronhosope is determined by the tip's position and orientation, we entered on the 6 DOF
devies. Among the brands, we deided for PHANTOM by Sensable Tehnologies, whose devies
were already used in our laboratory (PHANTOM Premium) and whih was one of the rst in
ommering fore feedbak devies and, nowadays, is the most popular.
Among the PHANTOMs there are three devies that ould suit our needs:
• Premium: 6 DOF and fore feedbak for the position and momentum for the orientation.
• Desktop: 6 DOF but fore feedbak for only 3 joints (the position ones), i.e. only three
eletri atuators to virtually x a point in a 3D spae. Also his workspae is smaller than
the Premium's one.
• Omni: like the Desktop but with less power for the fore-feedbak and more frition.
Considering the degrees of freedom of the bronhosope and above all the harateristi and
wanting to make the dotor feel the bronhosopy and, in the future, provide a sort of guidane,
the 6 DOF of Phantom Premium would be the best hoie. The momentum given by this devie
will inrease the reality of the appliation and moreover it would allow to fore the user to adopt
a determined orientation, whih will help a possible guidane to be more eetive. Other fators,
suh as osts, has to be taken into aount for the hoie, beause it would be kind of meaningless
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Figure 5.1: Comparison table between Phantom Omni and Phantom Desktop
to build a program on a expensive devie if an aeptable result an be ahieved also with muh
heaper devies (e.g. Phantom Omni that is 25 times heaper than the Phantom Premium).
As it an be seen on the omparison table (g. 5.1 ), Desktop and Omni basially diers only
on the strength of the fore feedbak. Sine it was seen that the fore provided by the Omni was
suient, nally PHANToM Omni was hosen for this appliation.
5.2 PHANTOM Omni
PHANTOM Omni has 6 DOF: 3 digital enoders to read the position and ±5% linearity poten-
tiometers to read the stylus gimbal angles. As mentioned before, it annot provide torque but only
fore feedbak in the three orthogonal axis X, Y and Z.
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Control Algorithm
The Omni (as the other PHANTOM devies) uses an impedane ontrol algorithm: the user moves
the devie and it responds with a fore, if it is neessary. In this kind of algorithm the ontrol
loop an be resumed as follow. The position sensors detet the movement made with the devie
by the user, then the hardware ontroller (driver) sends the translation information to the software
simulator, whih determines if a reation fore is required and its magnitude value. The host
omputer sends feedbak fores to the devie. Atuators (motors within the devie) apply these
fores based on mathematial models that simulate the desired sensations.
For example, when simulating the feel of a rigid wall, the driver orders to the motors to stay in a
determined position and atuators (motors within the devie) exerts the fores needed to stay at
that position. The farther the wall is penetrated, the harder the motors push bak the devie.
Workspae Denition
Nominal Worspae (NW): it is the volume in front of the devie, in whih the manufaturer
guarantees the speied fore feedbak and preision. No physis limitations forbid to exit this
volume, sine it is only denition of part of the spae and the joint range allows wider movements.
For the Omni devie is a parallelepiped whose dimensions are 160W × 120H × 70D [mm].
The nominal workspae is dierent from the real workspae (RW) whih is the volume on-
taining all the points reahable by the devie end eetor, exploiting the maximum range of all
joints. The RW omprises marginal zones where the devie behavior would not be aeptable for
ertain appliations, this would be a question to take are of in every prospetive work.
5.3 Hapti Renderers
The hapti renderer's task (or hapti-rendering algorithm) is to ompute the orret interation
between the representation of the hapti interfae in the virtual environment and the objets pop-
ulating that envinronment. Furthermore, these algorithms ensure that the hapti devie orretly
renders suh fores on the human operator.
Following the idea of professors Salisbury, Conti and Barbagli desribed in [7℄, three parts an
be distinguished in a hapti-rendering algorithm:
• Collision-detetion algorithms detet ollisions between objets and avatars
2
in the virtual
2
The virtual representation of the hapti interfae through whih the user physially interats with the virtual
environment.
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environment and yield information about where, when, and ideally to what extent ollisions
(penetrations, indentations, ontat area, and so on) have ourred.
• Fore-response algorithms ompute the interation fore between avatars and virtual objets
when a ollision is deteted. This fore approximates as losely as possible the ontat fores
that would normally arise during ontat between real objets. Fore-response algorithms typ-
ially operate on the avatars' positions, the positions of all objets in the virtual environment,
and the ollision state between avatars and virtual objets. Their return values are normally
fore and torque vetors that are applied at the devie-body interfae.
• Control algorithms ommand the hapti devie in suh a way that minimizes the error between
ideal and appliable fores. These algorithms take as input the fore and torque vetors
omputed by fore-response algorithms and return the values of the atual fore and torque
vetors that will be ommanded to the hapti devie.
For example, HAPI (hapti rendering API whih will be desribed better in setion 6) is a
library that allow to build hapti interfaes, giving methods and funtion whih implement the
three parts just mentioned. There are four hapti renderers available in this library: two are
internally implemented in HAPI and two use external haptis libraries. Eah of them an work
better than the others on a spei shape model or in a spei appliation.
GodObjet renderer
The god-objet algorithm was introdued by Zillers and Salisbury [8℄. It uses a point proxy and
supports ustom user dened surfaes. Moreover, it is Open Soure and devie independent but
ould have problems wth the onave part of a urved surfae.
Ruspini renderer
The RuspiniRenderer is based on the algorithm presented by Ruspini et al. in [9℄. It is dierent
from all the other renderers in HAPI in that it uses a sphere proxy making it possible to have
an interation objet with a size instead of just a point. As the GodObjet, also this renderer is
Open soure, devie independent and support user surfaes, but it is a little slower than the other
renderers.
Chai3D
Chai3D is an open soure haptis library distributed under the GNU GPL liense. It has been
developed by a team at Stanford University in California, USA. As the others, it is open soure and
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devie independent, but this presents some fallthrough problems on moving objets and it does not
allow user dened surfaes [10℄.
OpenHaptis
OpenHaptis is a proprietary haptis library developed by SensAble Tehnologies. It uses a point
proxy based approah and provides a stable hapti feedbak. It is however not very extendable in
terms of user dened surfaes and only works with haptis from SensAble Tehnologies, moreover is
losed soure. Among the pros of this renderer, we an mention the availability of MagnetiSurfae
3
and a good behavior with moving objets.
3
It is a H3DAPI surfae node with a partiular hapti property that makes the surfae magneti: the surfae has
a sort of magneti eld (modeled like a spring fore, whose spring onstant and the range of ation an be set) that
attrats the proxy and fore it to stay on the surfae, sending to the devie the orresponding fores to make it stay
on the surfae. It works only with OpenHaptis Renderer
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Chapter 6
Involved Software
6.1 CMake
As it is desribed in the oial site [11℄, CMake is an extensible, open-soure, ross-platform make
system that manages the build proess in an operating system and in a ompiler-independent
manner. CMake has many funtionality: it an ompile soure ode, generate wrappers, reate
libraries and build exeutables in arbitrary ombinations. CMake also supports stati and dynami
library builds.
Unlike many ross-platform systems, CMake is designed to be used in onjuntion with the
native build environment. Moreover, CMake generates a ahe le that is designed to be used with
a graphial editor. For example, when CMake runs, it loates inlude les, libraries, and exeutables,
and may enounter optional build diretives. This information is gathered into the ahe, whih
may be hanged by the user prior to the generation of the native build les.
It is very easy to use: the build proess is ontrolled by reating one or more onguration les
in eah soure diretory (alled CMakeLists.txt les) that make up the projet. These onguration
les are used to generate standard build les (e.g., makeles on Unix and projets/workspaes
in Windows MSVC) whih are employed in the usual way. CMake provides many pre-dened
ommands but, if needed, user dened ommands an be made. Furthermore, it is possible to add
other makele generator (Unix and MSVC++ is supported urrently) for a partiular ompiler/OS
onguration.
Its easy learning and all the possibilities it oers make CMake an almost essential (or at least
very useful) tool for developing ross-platform software.
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6.2 Graphi Rendering: H3DAPI
For graphi rendering there are many solutions too. Sene-graph based API seemed to be a good
tool to make omplex appliation more manageable, so we will enter on this kind of API. The
sene graph struture uses a hierarhial representation of a sene with nodes to divide the world
into smaller sub-omponents with its harateristis and properties set in spei elds.
OpenInventor is an objet-oriented 3D toolkit oering a omprehensive solution to interative
graphis programming problems. It an be dened the de fato standard for 3D visualization and
visual simulation software in the engineering ommunity. It presents a programming model based
on a 3D sene database, inluding a rih set of objets (suh as ubes, polygons, text, materials,
ameras, lights, trakballs, handle boxes, 3D viewers) and editors that speed up the programming
time. This toolkit is built on top of OpenGL, provides a stardard le format for data interhange and
it is ross-platform, window-system and platform independent. It allows animations and reating
new users ustomized objets.
Coin3D is another example of high-level 3D graphis toolkit for developing ross-platform real-
time 3D visualization and visual simulation software. As OpenInventor is, also Coin3D is built on
OpenGL and uses sene graph data strutures to render 3D graphis in real-time. In fat, Coin3D
is fully ompatible with OpenInventor. In addition, it provides 3D sound, 3D textures, and parallel
rendering on multiple proessors. Another interesting feature is the seamlessly integration in the Qt
development environment. Coin3D, whih is only oriented to the graphi rendering, is a very muh
developed instrument to manage graphi rendering: it oers a wide range of tools to managing the
amera and reating several indipendent window with dierent point of view perfetly integrated
with Qt (thanks to the SoQt library
1
).
Both of these mentioned API only provide graphi-rendering, so in appliations that require
hapti devies, hapti rendering has to be developed in parallel. If you want to use sene-graph APIs,
the solution is to reate a dupliation of the sene-graph, one ointaining the hapti speiations
and the other for the graphi rendering. This would imply to keep the two in syn (Coin3D and
OpenInventor have allbaks mehanism to handle this, unless you have many dynami objets
moving around) and may imply data redundany (every objet has to be dupliated in both sene-
graph).
H3DAPI is an open-soure, ross-platform, sene-graph API. H3D is written entirely in C++
and uses OpenGL for graphis rendering and HAPI for haptis rendering. It provides a sene-graph
API that merge graphis and hapti features: it performs graphi and hapti rendering from a
single sene desription. H3D leverages the de fato industry standard hapti library OpenHaptis.
Through the use of HAPI there is also haptis rendering support for several other devies that does
1
For more information on this library, see http://do.oin3d.org/SoQt/
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not depend on OpenHaptis
2
. H3D is built using many industry standards [12℄ inluding:
X3D
3
.The Extensible 3D le format that is the suessor to the VRML standard. X3D, how-
ever, an be onsidered an ISO open standard sene-graph design that is easily extended to oer
new funtionality in a modular way.
XML
4
. Extensible Markup Language, XML is the standard markup language used in a wide
variety of appliations. The X3D le format is based on XML, and H3D omes with a full XML
parser for loading sene-graph denitions.
OpenGL
5
. Open Graphis Library, the ross-language, ross-platform standard for 3D graph-
is. Today, all ommerial graphis proessors support OpenGL aelerated rendering and OpenGL
rendering is available on nearly every known operating system.
STL - The Standard Template Library is a large olletion of C++ templates that support
rapid development of highly eient appliations. It provides also a quite rapid development: by
ombining X3D, C++ and the sripting language Python, H3D oers three ways of programming
appliations that gives you the best of both worlds - exeution speed where performane is ritial,
and development speed where performane is less ritial.
6.3 Haptis Rendering Engine: HAPI
HAPI is an open-soure, ross-platform, haptis rendering engine written entirely in C++. It is
devie-independent and supports multiple urrently available ommerial haptis devies. This
means that the appliation an be written just one and no ode needs to be modied to use
another devie. It gives the possibility to hoose between dierent rendering algorithms, dierent
fore eets and several kinds of surfaes to reate the feeling that you want or reate your own
ustom made eets. HAPI has been designed to be highly modular and easily extendable.
Furthermore, HAPI is integrated in the H3DAPI. This make the development faster, sine both
graphi and hapti rendering an be ahieved by building just one sene-graph.
As other alternatives to the use of HAPI, there are GHOST or the more reent OpenHaptis,
2
This version of H3D supports the following devies: Phantom Devie, Fore Dimension Devie and Novint Falon.
3
http://www.web3d.org
4
http://www.w3.org/XML
5
http://www.opengl.org
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both developed by SensAble. Ghost is the original API and uses graph struture, but does not
perform any graphial rendering (it has allbaks to allow users own graphial rendering). Open-
Haptis is the SensAble newest solution for hapti rendering. It is more powerful than GHOST, but
sine it is not based on graph struture it an be more diult and not so quik to work with. As
GHOST, OpenHaptis does not deal with graphi rendering. Among other things, the OpenHaptis
toolkit inludes:
• QuikHaptis, a miro API that makes it easy to write new hapti appliations or add hapti
feature to existing appliations;
• Hapti Devie API (HDAPI), whih provides a low-level aess to the hapti devie (enabling
to render fores diretly oering ontrol over onguring the runtime behavior of the drivers)
and provides onvenient utility features and debugging aids;
• Hapti Library API (HLAPI) provides high-level hapti rendering and is designed to be fa-
miliar to OpenGL API programmers. It allows signiant reuse of existing OpenGL ode and
simplies synhronization of the haptis and graphis threads.
6.4 Framework for software development: Qt
Looking for a framework for developing ross-platform GUI appliation, the two best solutions seems
to be wxWidgets and Qt. To satisfy the objetives, these two C++ frameworks are very similar
and oer, more or less, the same possibilities. The opinions on them are very disordant depending
on the programmer.
Another point is that using wxWidgets you have to write the makele by your own (that ould
be not that easy), whereas in Qt QMake is very simple to use, so there's no need to edit MakeFiles
manually; using CMake this is not a relevant dierene for this work.
Qt introdues an innovative alternative for inter-objet ommuniation, alled signals and slots,
that replaes the old and unsafe allbak tehnique used in many legay frameworks: Qt automati-
ally onnets signals to slots based on the names. Moreover, Qt provides a very useful and polished
IDE (QtCreator) tailored to the needs of Qt developers. It inludes C++ ode editor, integrated
GUI layout and forms designer, projet and build management tools, integrated, ontext-sensitive
help system, visual debugger, rapid ode navigation tools and supports multiple platforms.
Both of them provide another very useful tool for graphially designing user interfae: wxBuilder
for wxWidgets and QtDesigner for Qt.
Furthermore, Qt provides also support for 3D graphis and XML.
WxWidgets is used in many appliations and one of these is H3DViewer, the Graphi User
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Interfae provided by SenseGraphi to load the sene-graphs made using H3D. Sine Qt's ontinuous
spreading and other appliations in the laboratory are made in Qt, it was thought that Qt would
be the best hoie also for future integration of this software in those already existing.
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Chapter 7
Haptis Interfae
The main objetive of this module is to allow the navigation within a generi bronhial tree using
a hapti devie as if it were a bronhosope, seeing the same sene and feeling the same sensations
as if the user were arrying out a real bronhosopy. The idea is to allow the user to move a amera
(setting the orientation and position) with the same movements as if he were handling a real
bronhosope. This means nding a good orrespondene between the movements that the dotor
has to make with the bronhosope to explore the bronhial tube and the movements available with
the Phantom Omni hapti devie.
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Figure 7.1: Phantom Omni with the axis of movement.
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Figure 7.2: Angles of the joints of the Phantom Omni. The red frame represents the origin of the devie
world oordinates.
Before desribing the main features of the navigation and how the Phantom Omni is used for
simulating the bronhosope, it is neessary to speify some global referenes of the devie itself.
As it an be seen in gure 7.1, the Phantom Omni has a pen-like tip alled stylus, whih is xed to
the base by two links and a round head. This part rotates around the A axis (θ1), while the rst
link rotates around B (θ2) and the seond link around C (θ3) axis whih is parallel to B (g. 7.2).
The last three joints (gimbal elements), marked with numbers 4, 5 and 6, allow the stylus to rotate
around the orthogonal axis system entered in the joint 5, and the onsequent orientation (with
respet to the world oordinates (XW , YW , ZW )) an be read from the devie.
The endpoint loation of the physial hapti interfae as sensed by enoders is alled Hapti
Interfae Position (HIP). In proxy-based rendering algorithms (suh as those inluded in HAPI and
desribed in setion 5.3), the HIP (and the whole haptis devie with it) has a virtual representation
alled proxy. The proxy follows the position of the devie, but it annot pass through the objets'
surfaes: when a shape is touhed, the proxy stays on the surfae, even though the hapti devie
atually has penetrated the surfae. Fores are then generated to bring the hapti devie out of the
surfae towards the proxy. When the user moves the haptis devie the proxy follows the movement
but on the surfae. The kind of feedbak fores, the movement of the proxy and, therefore, the way
the surfae feels an be ontrolled by HAPI. When a surfae is touhed we an onsider that the
virtual point representing the HIP will divide into two: the proxy that stays on the surfae and
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the point that represents the real devie position (penetrating the surfae) whih is alled probe (or
traker). Where no ollisions are deteted the probe and the proxy oinide. Even if the proxy an
assume many shapes, the real proxy, i.e. the element that interat with virtual objets, is a point,
exept for Ruspini's Rendering algorithm, where the proxy is a sphere.
In the default situation, using H3D, the devie position and orientation are identially transmit-
ted to the virtual world, so the probe (or traker) position and orientation oinide with the devie
position and orientation, respetively. H3DAPI supplies the user with two elements (a matrix and
a rotation vetor) that an modify the way the devie position and orientation are translated in
the virtual world. These two elements are positionCalibration and orientationCalibration
1
.
positionCalibration: It is a eld that aepts a Matrix4f
2
, a 4×4 matrix whih has the form
of a transform matrix:
Tcalib =


Px
R Py
Pz
0 0 0 s


where R denes a rotation, Px, Py, Pz, dene a translation vetor and s a sale fator. It works as
follows:
Pprobe = Tcalib · Pdevice, with Pdevice =


Pxdev
Pydev
Pzdev
1


where Pxdev , Pydev , Pzdev dene the devie position as obtained by the enoders. The important
thing to underline here is that positionCalibration inuenes just the way the devie position
is translated in the virtual world and does not aet the orientation. The rotational part of the
matrix (if it is not the identity) will transform a devie translational movement in +X, for example,
in a movement of the virtual HIP that does not our on a horizontal line. It will be, instead, a
movement on a straight line oriented as desribed by the rotational part, orresponding to the virtual
world X-axis. Moreover, this rotational part does not inuene the way the devie orientation is
translated into the virtual world. For example, if the viewpoint orientation were assoiated to the
one of the stylus, the orientationCalibration were the identity (default situation) and the user
were handling the stylus so as to have the same orientation as the world, the loaded sene will show
the world in the normal position: Y -axis pointing upward, X-axis pointing to the right and the
Z-axis pointing out of the sreen.
1
positionCalibration and orientationCalibration are two elds of the node PhantomDevie, whih is a node of the
H3DAPI.
2
Matrix4f is a type dened in H3D: it is a 4× 4 matrix whose elements are oating-point numbers
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orientationCalibration: It is the eld that provides the alibration of the orientation. This
eld aepts objets of type Rotation, whih is a vetor dening an orientation in a angle-axis way.
This vetor has four elements: the rst three desribe the axis around whih the rotation is done
and the fourth element is the angle in radians. In H3D Rotation is also a funtion that takes as
input a Matrix3f
3
and returns a Rotation vetor. Considering orientationCalibration a matrix
(alled Rcalib), it works as follows:
Rprobe = Rcalib ·Rdev (7.1)
where Rprobe is the orientation of the probe and Rdev is the orientation of the devie as it is read
by the enoders.
As said for positionCalibration, orientationCalibration only aets the way the devie
orientation is translated into the probe orientation. In other words, if the devie is moved in a +X
diretion and its positionCalibration is the identity matrix, then the probe will translate along
the world X-axis (irrespetive of the values of orientationCalibration Rcalib).
7.1 Bronhosope Modeling
As seen before, in a bronhosope we an distinguish three degrees of freedom (g. 2.1): forward-
bakward movement, the rotation along the tube entral axis and the rotation of the tip of a
±90o range. The rst and the seond ations are performed by the dotor ating diretly on
the bronhosope handle and tube, pushing and pulling or rotating the bronhosope tube itself
through the bronhial tree. The tip an be rotated just in one plane whose orientation depends on
the orientation of the tube. The tip rotation is provided by a wheel (element (B) in the g. 2.1)
that an be rotated till the tip reahes an orientation of ±90o with respet to the bronhosope D
axis.
Considering how the Phantom Omni is handled by the user and wanting to reprodue the
movements of the bronhosope (as muh similar as possible), it has been deided to adopt the
following orrespondene between the three basi movements:
• The forward-bakward movement made by pushing or pulling the tube will be performed by
translating the devie tip along the devie Y -axis. A negative value will orrespond to a
forward movement, while a positive value will orrespond to a bakward one.
• The rotation along the tube entral axis will orrespond to the rotation of the 6th joint of the
devie.
3
A 3× 3 dening a rotation whose elements are oating-point numbers
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• The orientation (between +90o and −90o) of the amera positioned on the tip of the bron-
hosope is obtained ating on the 5th joint, but (as explained further in setion 7.2.1) it will
not be 5th joint angle θ5.
7.2 Navigation System
The basi idea is to position the amera in the proxy and make it move with it. The movements
done with the devie to make the amera move will be as muh similar as possible to the ones done
when handling a real bronhosope.
As explained in hapter 6, H3D has been used both to desribe the graphi sene and to render
the haptis properties. The Sene is desribed with a XML-like graph (X3D le). The node <Sene>
is the highest node in a X3D graph ( no other X3D node an ontain sene) and ontains all
the other nodes desribing the shapes and haptis properties. To render the sene, a window
inheriting from H3DWindowNode must be reated. To this kind of window, whose implementation
will be expounded later on, in hapter 8, a viewpoint an be assoiated, whih represents the
amera of the H3D sene. This Viewpoint node inherits from the lass (whih represents a node)
X3DViewpointNode, whih, in turn, ontains two elds named position and orientation. They
speify, as the names tell, the position and the orientation of the viewpoint, respetively. The
viewpoint node has a frame (oordinate system) assoiated to it. Per default the viewer is on the
Z-axis looking down the −Z-axis toward the origin with +X to the right and +Y straight up (g.
7.3).
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Figure 7.3: Default viewpoint orientation drawn on the appliation main window.
The onguration of the bronhosope tip is dened by a position and an orientation. Trying to
use the hapti devie as a bronhosope, there are two possible ways to set the tip orientation with
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ope
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Figure 7.4: Degrees of freedom and referene frames in the onsidered model of bronhosope.
the devie movements: one is ontrolling diretly the amera on the tip (desribed in setion 7.2.1)
and the other is ontrolling the amera from the base of the tip (desribed in setion 7.2.2), that
is the beginning of the exible bronhosope nal part (that one that an be moved from −90o till
+90o, see gure 7.4). Both of them have been implemented and the nal deision about whih one
is the best will be let to the dotors who will test the appliation.
Looking at gure 7.4 it an be better seen how the bronhosope is modeled and it an be
better understood what eah of the implementations are referring to. Figure 7.4(b) shows the
two frames assoiated to the bronhosope tip whih the two dierent implementation of amera
ontrolling refer to. The navigation implemented ontrolling diretly the amera (setion 7.2.1) will
refer to the blue oordinate system (X ′, Y ′, Z ′), whereas the other implementation (setion 7.2.2)
will refer to the green one (X,Y,Z). Furthermore, between the two images (7.4(a) and 7.4(b)) some
orrespondenes an be underlined (leaving out the orientation):
• The D-axis oinides with the Z-axis whereas the E-axis orresponds to the Z ′-axis. This
two axes have the same orientation only if the tip is totally extended.
• C-axis refers to X-axis and orresponds to the beginning of the bronhoope exible tip
whih an be rotated, as already mentioned, in a range of ±90o. In other words, it marks the
beginning of the tip whih the wheel atuates on.
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The two possible implementations mentioned have, basially, the same proess and diers only
in few things regarding how the alibration matries are alulated and how the devie ontrols the
amera. The internal yle that allows navigation an be desribed as follows:
1 Haptis_loop ( ) {
2
3 Read_devie_info ( ) ; // read the p o s i t i o n and the o r i e n t a t i o n o f the dev i  e
4 Compute_ontrols ( ) ; // Dz : bronhosope advane , ang l e s o f the r o t a t i o n s to
apply to the amera
5 Update_viewpoint ( ) ;
6 Update_al ibrat ion ( ) ;
7 Compute_fores ( ) ;
8
9 }
7.2.1 Moving diretly the amera
The rst possible implementation of the Haptis_loop() is using the hapti devie movements to
ontrol diretly the position and orientation of the amera.
Rotation Movement
When asking the devie for the orientation, the devie returns a Rotation objet whih an be easily
onverted to a 3× 3 matrix using the funtions of H3D. This matrix denes a rotation between the
xed frame of the devie and the frame assoiated to the HIP ((XW , YW , ZW ) and (X,Y,Z) frames
of piture 7.5, respetively), whih depends on the joints 4, 5 and 6 (g. 7.1).
Exploring a sene with a ying amera ontrolled by an external devie an present some di-
ulties. The problem is that the devie reads the values of position and orientation with referene
to his physial world frame whih, in a default situation, oinides with the sene world frame. So,
when the amera and the sene world frame orientations are not the same, the amera will not
respond to the devie input as expeted: when the amera is rotated around Z-axis, for example,
its top stops oiniding with the top of the sene world. In this ase, if the observer wants to
look upward (with respet to what he is looking), he will spontaneously move the stylus tip up but
this movement will not be translated to the amera looking upward, beause it orresponds to an
upward movement (positive rotation along X) with respet to the sene world oordinates. This
problem is aentuated when the 3D sene has no referene points to distinguish whih are the sene
top and bottom or what is right and left. A bronhial tree exploration an be onsidered suh a
sene, beause of the ylindri shape of bronhus and the symmetry of the lungs. In these ases
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it is important to update the alibration matries in order to translate the devie movements into
the expeted amera movements. That an be done by applying the innitesimal variation in the
devie orientation (every lok signal) to the rotation of the atual amera frame.
Before ontinuing, a lariation has to be made on the meaning of the joint angles. The values
read by the enoders (alled gimbal angles) are the absolute angles of the joints but do not dene
the devie orientation (θ5 and θ
′
5 in gure 7.5). The dierene an be seen in gure 7.5: doing
a translation in world Y -axis (where only the devie position is supposed to hange, but not its
orientation) will modify the gimbal angle of the 5th joint but the orientation, orretly, will not
hange. From now on, if no other thing is speied, when it will be talking about hanges in the
5th or 6th joint, it will be referring to hanges that ause a variation in the devie orientation.
Y’
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Figure 7.5: Visual representation of the dierene between the gimbal angles (θ5) and the devie orientation.
In a +Y translation hange the value of the gimbal angles but not the orientation.
The orrespondene between movements of the devie and those of the amera has to take into
onsideration the DOF of the real bronhosope. That being so, the rotation of the 6th joint an
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intuitively orrespond to a amera rotation around its Z-axis (that is the viewpoint Z-axis). A
lokwise rotation of 6 will orrespond to a lokwise amera rotation around its entral axis. The
5th joint an be used as the wheel of the real bronhosope, moving the amera up and down with
respet to the amera frame. With regard to the 4th joint, a real bronhosope has not this movement
so the value from this joint will not be onsidered and will not aet the amera orientation.
Summarizing all what has been told, the aim here is that a rotation in the 5th joint always
orresponds to a rotation about the amera X-axis and that a rotation in the 6th joint always
orresponds to a rotation about the amera Z-axis. These two read angles do not orrespond
diretly to the devie orientation about X and Z-axis, beause a rotation of the 5th aets the
orientation depending on the position of the 6th one. Figure 7.6 explains better this issue. The
(X,Y,Z) frame is the one related with the amera and (XW , YW , ZW ) frame is the world frame,
whih has been drawn twie with the origin oinident with that of the HIP to see better the
orientation whih relates the two referene systems. It an be useful to remember that the amera
looks towards −Z, with +Y pointing up and +X pointing right. In ase 1 the movement of 5
hange the orientation of the amera up and down, that is a rotation around the amera X-axis.
When the joint 6 is rotated −90o, the rotation of 5 provokes a rotation around the Y -axis, whih
means a right-left hanging in the orientation of the amera, whih is not the expeted behaviour.
A solution to this problem is to alulate the orientation of the devie as a matrix and from this
alulate the rotation angles with respet to the xed axis. After that, it will be suient to use
the rotation angles around the XW and ZW to rotate the amera frame (whih is assoiated to the
probe) around its urrent X-axis and Z-axis, respetively.
To ahieve this, the rst step is nding the angles with respet to the world axis. Dening the
rotation matrix:
R =


r11 r12 r13
r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33

 = Rx(ϕ)Ry(ϑ)Rz(ψ),
what is wanted to nd are the values of the rotation angles ψ and ϕ around Z and X axis, respe-
tively. These are:
ϕ = − arctan 2(r12, r11) (7.2)
ψ = − arctan 2(r23, r33) (7.3)
where arctan 2(y, x) is the angle in radians between the positive X-axis of a plane and the point
given by the oordinates (x, y) on it.
When the devie is asked to return its orientation, it returns a rotation matrix of this kind:
Rdev = Rx(γ)Ry(ς)Rz(α),
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Figure 7.6: The eet of the joint values on the orientation. When the 6th is rotated −90o the 5th joint will
rotate around the world X-axis (the red one) whih orresponds to the HIP Y -axis.
It is possible to apply (7.2) and (7.3) to get the angles γ and α, whih dene the orientation of the
HIP with respet to the world oordinates
4
.
One these angles values are found their variations have to be alulated to rotate the amera
in the right way. So, when one of these angles hanges by an innitesimal ∆5, this rotation of ∆
along one axis will be applied to the atual amera frame with respet to the orresponding axis.
There are other features to take into aount. One important point is the 5th joint whih
ontrols the rotation of the wheel, rotating the amera 90o up or 90o down (around the C-axis of
the gure 7.4(a)). When the dotor wants to turn right or left, he has to orientate the bronhoope
4
The HIP referene system is left-handed system with the X-axis opposite with respet to the one drawn here.
For reasons of learness, it has been deided to use a right-handed frame for the modeling hanging the sign of α in
the implementation.
5
With the term innitesimal here, it is meant the variation of the angle ourred during a lok yle.
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in order to position the plane, whih the tip rotates on, in a horizontal position. Then, he atuates
on the wheel to turn the tip and push the tube forward to enter in the desired bronhus. One got
to the right path, he ombines the rotation of the wheel, neessary to straighten the bronhoope
tip, with pushing the tube so as to go straight ahead. To render this ation of the dotor that puts
the wheel bak to default position one entered the right bronhus, in this kind of implementation
(using the devie to ontrol diretly the amera), it has been deided to rotate the amera on this
plane by a rate ontrol. The rotation angle about amera X-axis (γ) is inreased (or dereased) by
a quantity equal to the dierene between the urrent devie angle and a referene angle previously
set. Considering the way the bronhosope is handled (see gure 2.3), this referene angle was set
to 45o.
Implementing all these features, the movements made during the exploration will better trae
the real movement. In fat, when the user wants to turn right or left beause he gets to a fork, he
has to turn the sixth joint till he obtains the two bronhial tubes in a vertial plane, then he moves
the HIP up or down (depending on whih bronhus he wants to explore) rotating the 5th joint, till
the amera gets to the needed orientation to enter the bronhus. Subsequently, he has to put the
stylus in the referene position to make the amera stop rotating and be able to go straight, as if
he was rotating the wheel bak to the original position.
In light of what has been shown up to this point, the wanted orientation alibration matrix is
the result of several innitesimal rotations applied to an aumulated rotation matrix. In other
words, the orientation matrix at instant i is:
Ri = Ri−1 ·Rz(∆α) ·Rx(∆ γ), (7.4)
where
Ri−1 is the orientation matrix of the amera at instant i− 1
∆ γ = γi − γi−1 and
∆α = αi − αi−1 .
Considering the way γ is inremented, ∆ γ an be written as
∆ γ = pi/4− γi.
Sine the aim is also to interat with the virtual sene the observer is looking at and, for example,
touh the bronhus, the proxy has to be in the same position and same orientation as the viewpoint.
With regard to the orientation, this means setting the orientationCalibration eld in order to
obtain in (7.1):
Rprobe = Ri
this an be made by setting:
Rcalib = Ri · [Rdev]
−1 . (7.5)
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This makes the probe (and so the proxy, if there are no ollisions) and the viewpoint to have
the same orientation.
Finally, it has to be taken into onsideration also the fat that the bronhosope tip annot bend
more than 90o in both sides (g. 7.4). Every time the angle hanges, the appliation will ontrol
that the rotation angle around the loal X-axis never exeeds ±90◦.
Insertion Movement
The insertion movement implies a modiation of the position of the amera (positioned on the tip of
the tube), whih an be onsidered the viewpoint of the real sene. Imagining the real amera with
the same frame of the viewpoint, the pushing movement auses a translation of the tip towards the
amera −Z-axis. So, knowing the orientation of the amera, it is possible to translate the viewpoint
in the orret diretion. To make the viewpoint move following the hapti devie movements, it is
hanged with the position of the proxy.
A onsideration about the workspae has to be done, before desribing in details the implemen-
tation of this part. As it has been showed in previous setions, there are several kinds of workspae.
When building a hapti display system, the optimal system is the one whih is able to make the
appliation workspae (AW)
6
oinide with that zone in whih the hapti devie provide its better
performane.
In this ase, the appliation workspae is muh bigger than the nominal (NW) and the real workspae
(RW), so something is needed to reah and be able to navigate all the AW. There an be two solu-
tion: use a mouse-jump to translate the NW in another volume spae of the AW or use the hapti
devie to establish a veloity value and translate the probe and the NW where needed, in the ap-
pliation volume.
The seond solution has been hosen, beause this one seems to be more omfortable ompared to
the hundreds of mouse-jumps needed to explore the whole bronhial tree.
The insertion movement is provided by moving the stylus up (bakward) and down (forward)
the Y -axis. At every lok yle, the devie is asked to read the position value on the Y -axis. This
read value is taken as the linear veloity of the viewpoint (VP): if it is negative the viewpoint will
translate in its −Z-axis diretion and if it is positive it will go bakward (in the +Z-axis diretion).
In other words, the devie Y position orresponds to an inrement (∆ z) in the amera Z-axis.
This behaviour is performed by passing (every lok loop) to the VP position the tip position (where
6
If determined virtual simulation is dened, it is the virtual volume used by the appliation
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the amera is plaed) alulated as follows:
Pcamerai = Pcamerai−1 +Rprobe ·


0
0
∆ z

 (7.6)
where Rprobe is the traker (or probe) orientation, ∆ z is the linear inrement alulated from the de-
vie as explained before and Pcamera is the position of the amera, whih oinides with the one of the
tip. Sine the amera position and the probe position have to oinide, the positionCalibration
matrix has to be set to:
Tcalibi =


I Pcamerai
0 0 0 1


·


I Pdevi
0 0 0 1


−1
(7.7)
where Pcamerai and Pdevi are the amera and devie position vetor at instant i, respetively.
The real bronhosope an only translate along its longitudinal axis, sine, one inserted, the
trahea or the bronhus do not enable movements on the plane perpendiular to the bronhosope
tube. To render also this harateristi, the devie movement along its X-axis has been bloked by
sending it a fore proportional to the devie X-oordinate so as to bring the devie to the X-origin.
To make the proedure learer, the Haptis_loop an be summarized as follows (in pseudo-
ode):
Read_devie_info()
{
P_devie=devie_position
R_devie=devie_orientation
}
Compute_ontrols()
{
∆z =P_devie.y
αi =rotZ(R_devie)
γi =rotX(R_devie)
∆αi = αi − αi−1
∆γ = pi/4 − γi
}
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Update_viewpoint()
{
Rcamerai = Rcamerai−1 ·Rz(∆α) · Rx(∆ γ) // from eq. (7.4)
Pcamerai = Pcamerai−1 +Rprobe ·


0
0
∆ z

 // from eq. (7.6)
}
Update_alibration()
{
Rcalib = Ri · [Rdev]
−1
// from eq. (7.5)
Tcalibi =


I Pcamerai
0 0 0 1


·


I Pdevi
0 0 0 1


−1
// from eq. (7.7)
}
Compute_fores()
{
// Constraint along x-axis
// send to the devie a fore proportional to its X-position
omputeFx(P_devie.x)
// if the surfae node pereives a ontat, it sends a fore
//along devie Y-axis to push the amera bakward
if (surfae.isTouhed()) ompute_Fy()
}
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7.2.2 Moving the amera from the base of the tip
The way of ontrolling the amera desribed in the last setion is easy and intuitive but do not
orrespond faithfully to the real bronhosope behaviour: for example, when the dotor bends the
tip of the bronhosope and turns the bronhosope around the tube entral axis, he will not observe
the image rotating around the amera Z-axis but about the D axis (g. 7.4(a)). In other words, if
the amera is 90o bent, he will observe the bronhus wall and rotating the bronhosope handle he
will move the amera from the bottom to the top, always looking at the bronhial wall.
Translating this question to the devie, it means that a rotation of 6 orrespond to a rotation around
the amera Z-axis, just in the ase the E and D axis were aligned.
To have a better orrespondene with the real bronhosope movements, the moving of the
amera from the base is proposed. This requires a dierent model of the bronhosope. The nal
bronhosope part has been modeled like a kinemati hain omposed by n links of the same length
(g. 7.7). It atuates like a robot whih has the amera in its TCP
7
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Rotation Movement
The angle of the joint 6 of the devie determines α and joint 5 will modify the total bending angle
of the tip, that is (n− 1) · ξ.
In this way there is a better orrespondene between the handle-tip relation of the real bronhosope
and the devie-VP relation of the virtual one. The rotation of the joint 6 always orresponds to
a rotation around the Z-axis of the green frame (X,Y,Z) (whih is the D axis in g. 7.4(a)) and
not around the amera Z-axis (Zt of gure 7.7). It will happen only if the tip is totally extended,
that is ξ = 0. The green oordinate system (X,Y,Z) is the one whih the devie movements are
assoiated to, while the blue one (Xt, Yt, Zt) is the one the viewpoint is referred to.
Insertion Movement
Also in this ase, the linear inrement of the position is determined by the ∆y of the devie (as
desribed in setion 7.2.1). What diers here is how this linear inrement ( whih is a ∆ z with
respet to the (X,Y,Z) frame) is translated to the movement of the virtual tip. It has been imagined
that, when the tip is bent by a ertain angle, the dotor's intention is to turn into a bronhus by
pushing the tube and make the side of the bent tip lean against the bronhus wall and make the
bronhosope tube slide into it. To render this behaviour, every inrement in the Z-axis of the
(X,Y,Z) oordinate system (g. 7.7) will be translated in a rotation of a ertain angle β around
an axis passing through C and perpendiular to the plane where the tip is moving on. This angle
β, obviously, depends on the inrement ∆z and on the urvature ξ. If the tip is totally extended,
a pushing movement will orrespond diretly to a straight forward translation. In other words,
referring to the geometri model of the same gure (7.7), if ξ = 0 the enter C of rotation will be
loated in the innity and the ∆z will be diretly a linear translation along green Z-axis (whih
will oinide with the blue one Z ′, in this ase).
Calulating Viewpoint and Calibration Matries
At the beginning, it is shown how the movement of the devies are translated into the movement of
the green oordinate system, so if nothing is speied, everything will refer to this system. Also an-
other nomenlature onvention has to be established. The transformation matries in homogeneous
oordinates will be expressed with the letter T and will have mainly two forms:
T(x,α) or T(x,y,z)
where the rst is a 4 matrix dening a pure rotation along the X-axis (or any other axis
indiated) of a generi angle α. The seond one is a 4 matrix too and expresses a pure translation
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of the generi vetor (x, y, z). For example:
T(x,α) =


1 0 0 0
0 cosα −sinα 0
0 sinα cosα 0
0 0 0 1


or T(x,y,z) =


1 0 0 x
0 1 0 y
0 0 1 z
0 0 0 1


The rotation of α depends on where the (X,Y,Z) oordinate system is plaed and oriented in
the spae, so, really, it will be a rotation of innitesimal ∆α applied every lok loop on the urrent
orientation of the system. Figure 7.8 shows the idea. This transformation an be expressed with
the following matrix:
T(z,∆α) =


1 0 0 0
0 cos(∆α) −sin(∆α) 0
0 sin(∆α) cos(∆α) 0
0 0 0 1


As already told, the 5th joint ats on the bending angle of the tip (as shown in gure 7.9). The
total bending angle, whih is (n− 1) · ξ an be maximum 90o and will be heked every yle.
As seen before, if ξ = 0 an inrement of ∆z orresponds to a linear inrement in the same
diretion. When the user will modify the value of ξ moving the 5th joint, this ∆z will be onverted
in a rotation of β around Xc-axis. This transformation an be expressed by the matrix:
T(x,β) =


1 0 0 0
0 cosβ −sinβ 0
0 sinβ cosβ 0
0 0 0 1


Looking at gure 7.10), it an be seen all the proess to implement this ∆z translation and its
nal eet of rotating the bronhosope around XC axis. To rotate an objet or, better said, to
rotate the frame assoiated to the objet (in this ase (Xb, Yb, Zb)) about an axis of another frame,
some steps have to be followed:
• Translate the frame (Xb, Yb, Zb) to the origin of the other frame ((Xc, Yc, Zc)). In this ase
the translation will be:
T(0,−d,− l
2
) =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 −d
0 0 1 − l2
0 0 0 1


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Figure 7.8: Desribing the eet of a ∆α rotation on the movement of the tip.
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• Make the frame to rotate of β about the Xc-axis obtaining (X
′
c, Y
′
c , Z
′
c). Knowing that
d =
l
2
·
cos(ξ/2)
sin(ξ/2)
and onsidering that, for innitesimal rotation, the ar an be indistint from the the ord δz
relative to the ar (gure 7.11), β an be alulated as follows:
β =
∆ z
d
=
2∆ z · sin(ξ/2)
l · cos(ξ/2)
.
• After having rotated, the inverse of the initial translation has to be applied so as to nd the
new base position. The new transformation will be a translation of +d along the Y ′c -axis
followed by another translation of +l/2 along the Z ′-axis.
Asertained that, to atualize the orientation and position of the green base (Xb, Yb, Zb), every
lok loop the assoiated transformation has to be atualized as follows:
Tbasei = Tbasei−1 · T(z,∆α) · T(0,−d,− l
2
) · T(x,β) ·
[
T(0,−d,− l
2
)
]
−1
(7.8)
where Tbasei is a 4 × 4 matrix whih denes orientation and position of the base of the tip at
instant i.
The real position of the amera and the touh-point are on the bronhosope tip. With this
partiular modeling, it an be easily derived the orientation and position of the tip with respet to
the ones of the base. Sine the links have all the same length and every link form the same angle
(ξ) with its subsequent, this transformation onsists in a rotation of the base frame about the same
XC -axis as before. The rotation angle here is −nξ and rotates the base frame to (Xt, Yt, Zt) whih
is the frame assoiated to the amera. The same transformation an be expressed as follows:
T basecamera = T(0,−d,− l
2
) · T(x,−(n−1)ξ) · T(0,d,− l
2
), (7.9)
where the rotation angle is −(n − 1)ξ and the last translation makes the frame (X ′′, Y ′′, Z ′′) to
translate along its Z ′′ axis till oiniding with (Xt, Yt, Zt).
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From this last operation, the following result an be easily obtained:
Tcamera = Tbase · T
base
camera. (7.10)
Tcamera is a 4× 4 matrix of the form:


Rcamera Pcamera
0 0 0 1


where Rcamera and Pcamera are respetively the orientation and the position of the amera with
respet to the world frame. In order to obtain the probe in Pcamera and with the orientation
Rcamera, it is only needed to make positionCalibration and orientationCalibration elds to
take these two values:
Rcalib =Rcamera · [Rdev]
−1 , (7.11)
Tcalib =


I Pcamera
0 0 0 1


·


I Pdev
0 0 0 1


−1
. (7.12)
The viewpoint is plaed and oriented with the same values as the probe and proxy. The VP position
an be kept a bit behind the proxy so as to totally prevent the VP from going out the bronhus wall
even in ase of ollision. If the viewpoint were assoiated to the probe, in the possible ollisions the
viewpoint would have followed the probe whih penetrate the surfae whih is not possible for the
real bronhosope tip.
In this implementation, the pseudo-funtions Read_devie_value(), Update_alibration() and
Compute_fore of the Haptis_loop() algorithm are idential to those of the other implementation
(7.2.1), whereas the entral body of the algorithm hanges. It an be shematized like this:
Compute_ontrols()
{
∆z =P_devie.y
ξ =rotX(R_devie)
α =rotZ(R_devie)
∆αi = αi − αi−1
}
Update_viewpoint()
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{
β =
∆ z
d
=
2∆ z · sin(ξ/2)
·l · cos(ξ/2)
Tbasei = Tbasei−1 · T(z,∆α) · T(0,−d,− l
2
) · T(x,β) ·
[
T(0,−d,− l
2
)
]
−1
// from eq. (7.8)
T basecamera = T(0,−d,− l
2
) · T(x,−(n−1)ξ) · T(0,d,− l
2
) // from eq. (7.9)
Tcamera = Tbase · T
base
camera // from eq. (7.10)
Rcamera = rotation (Tcamera)
Pcamera = translation (Tcamera)
}
In the implementation of setion 7.2.1 the rotational and translational part of the matrix Tcamera
an be alulated separately, this eases the alulation itself and even the amount of used memory,
when storing the data. On the other hand, this implementation requires a more ompliated proess
to nd Tcamera, so the appliation rst alulates the matrix and then takes its rotational and
translational part separately.
7.2.3 Going Bakward
The bakward movement is provided by pulling up the stylus till a position with a positive om-
ponent along devie Y -axis. When the dotor pulls out the bronhosope from the bronhial tube,
the amera go along the same route it did going forward (fored by the fat that it is linked to
the bronhosope exible tube). To render this way of ating, while going forward in the explo-
ration, the tip orientation and position are memorized in a C++ vetor, reating like an historial
memory of the done path. In the implementation 7.2.1 will be two vetors: one memorizing the
viewpoint (VP) position (Ve3f elements) and the other the orientation (Rotation elements). In
the implementation 7.2.2 the vetor will be only one memorizing Matrix4f elements whih desribe
the total transformation of the tip with respet to the world oordinates.
When the devie reveals a positive value in its Y -axis, the viewpoint elds that were onneted to
the devie, start reading the values from the vetor (or vetors) in question. The main thread keeps
on popping values from the last position of this vetor and assign them to the orrespondent eld
of the viewpoint. In this way, the VP will travel through the memorized path towards the starting
point and the user will observe the same sene he observed while going forward.
In the onguration desribed in setion 7.2.1, when the user deides to pass from going bakward
to go forward and the orientation is not the same a jump may our in the viewpoint.
The situation an be seen in gure 7.12: the user is going bakward and the memorized amera
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frame he gets to is positioned like (X,Y,Z). The problem omes out when the devie orientation
is dierent from the one of (X,Y,Z), like the (Xdev , Ydev, Zdev) frame shown in the piture. If the
user now deides to start navigating forward again, all the onnetions between the devie and
the VP elds will be re-established and a jump in the vision will be notied (from (X,Y,Z) to
(Xdev, Ydev , Zdev)). Sine the 5
th
joint is used just to establish an inrement, it will not ause any
jump: when hanging to forward navigation, the memorized amera angle around X-axis will be
inremented by a innitesimal quantity depending on the angular veloity. To avoid, somehow,
the ited problem, the viewpoint is made smoothly rotating around its Z-axis, till it gets to the
urrent orientation dened by the devie.
In the other onguration (setion 7.2.2), a similar approah is not possible beause if the tip is
bent, a rotation in α (as indiated in gure 7.8) an make the tip to hit on a wall, against the user's
will. If the orientation is not equal (with a ertain tolerane) to the one assoiated to the reorded
position (the same ase of gure 7.12), the navigation is stopped and a fore is sent to the devie to
prevent the user from positioning the stylus in a position with negative Y omponent (whih would
mean a forward movement). This fore is proportional to the produt of two terms. The rst is
the dierene between the urrent devie orientation about X-axis and the memorized orientation
about the same axis and the seond one is similar to the rst, but referring to the Z-axis. This an
be mathematially express as follows :
F2send = k · (βcurrent − βmem) · (αcurrent − βmem),
where F2send is the fore to send to the devie and by current and mem is meant urrent angle
read by the devie and the memorized one, respetively (the angle α and β are those indiated in
gure 7.7).
The appliation will indiate to the user how to move the devie so as to get to the orret
orientation and ontinue the navigation. The fundamental matries in this implementation are
two: Tcamera and Tbase and any of them an be alulated from the other. Tcamera determines the
observed sene and Tbase is inesapable for the right translation of the devie movement into the tip
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movement.
Sine the user will see what Tcamera indiates, it is neessary to know the history of Tcamera for
rendering the bakward movement. So the options here are two: memorizing Tbase in the vetor and
then, in bakward movement, alulate the orrespondent Tcamera eah lok time or memorizing
Tcamera and then, when the bakward movement nishes, alulating the orrespondent Tbase for
ontinuing with the usual transformation of the base. The seond one seems to be the reasonable
and eient: the memory oupied by the two options will be the same but the seond solution will
imply just one hard alulation at the end of the bakward movement, instead of any lok yle.
Reminding the relation between Tcamera and Tbase:
Tcamera = Tbase · T(0,−d,− l
2
) · T(x,−(n−1)ξ) · T(0,d,− l
2
)
when the user hanges from bakward to forward the orret Tbase to be set an be alulated as
follows:
Tbase = Tcamera · T
−1
(0,d,−l/2) · T
−1
(x,−(n−1)ξ) · T
−1
(0,−d,−l/2).
In this implementation, the pseudo-funtions Read_devie_value(), Update_alibration() and
Compute_fore of the Haptis_loop() algorithm are idential to those of the other implementation
(7.2.1), whereas the entral body of the algorithm hanges. It an be shematized like this:
7.3 Collisions and Hapti Renderer Chosen
All the possible renderer and their harateristis were already desribed in setion 5.3. To hoose
the orret Hapti Renderer, it has to be onsidered the kind of virtual objet that has to be
rendered. A bronhial tube has very thin walls and onave surfaes and so there an be some prob-
lems with a generi renderer. Using OpenHaptis renderer, for example, there had been problems
of proxy falling through the surfae. This an be attributed to the fat, also mentioned in [8℄, that
when there is a ollision the proxy stays on the surfae but the obe an penetrate the surfae itself.
If and volume is thin, the probe an totally pass the volume making the ontrol algorithm think
that there is no ollision. If no ollision is deteted, the proxy will be positioned in the same plae
as the probe and so a passing through would happen. The God Objet method resolves, somehow,
this problem by memorizing the story of the proxy: in plain terms, the method remembers whih
surfae was rst touhed and so, if the probe passes on the other side of the volume the ontrol
algorithm knows that there is still a ollision and keeps on exerting the reation fores. On the other
hand, GodObjet renderer has some problems with aute onave intersetion of surfaes [8℄: if the
user is pressing into one surfae and sliding down, the god-objet will ross to the negative side of
the surfae before the hapti interfae will and the onstraint will not be ativated ( g. 7.13).
This problem an be tolerable onsidering two more aspets: the shape of the virtual reonstru-
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Figure 7.13: Piture taken from [8℄: For an aute onave intersetion of surfaes the god-objet will be able
to ross one of the surfaes unless speial preautions are taken. The large dot represents the
position of the god-objet and the small dot represents the hapti interfae. a) If the user is
pressing into one surfae and sliding down, b) the god-objet will ross to the negative side of
the surfae before the hapti interfae will and the onstraint will not be ativated.
tion of the bronhial tree and the kind of ontat between tip and bronhial wall. With regard to
the rst, the triangle faes that ompose the virtual bronhial tree rarely assume this kind of aute
onguration. With respet to the seond aspet, GodObjet presents problems when the proxy
is sliding on one surfae, but, in this ase, when the bronhosope tip beats on a wall it is pushed
bak at one, so the risk of sliding on one surfae and passing through another surfae is very small.
Furthermore, this renderer also allows ustom made surfae, whih is fundamental for this work.
For these reasons GodObjet render seemed to be the most appropriate for this appliation.
Before hoosing how to manage ollisions and related fores, we have to refer to the real bron-
hosopy: when the dotor is inserting the tube or hits obstales, the greater fore he pereives
is along the pushing (or pulling) diretion, i.e. the longitudinal tube entral axis. Sine it is not
possible to transmit momentum, an approximation of what the dotor feels an be a fore along the
devie Y -axis (whih is the axis where the advaning is determined) every time there is a ollision
with the surfae.
In H3D, the management of the fores exerted in a ollision is assigned to a funtion in the
surfae node. So, to haraterize these fores, a new H3D surfae node has to be reated whih
denes a new surfae that reats with a fore along devie Y -axis to any ontat.
To reate a ustom surfae in H3D, it is neessary to reate a lass inheriting from H3DSurfaeNode.
Before doing this, a ustom made lass inheriting from HAPISurfaeObjet has to be provided (in
HAPI). In other words, the hapti behaviour is dened in HAPI and H3D transforms the HAPI
new surfae in a node that an be used in the X3D sene-graph.
A surfae objet in HAPI is an objet that denes the hapti properties of a geometri shape,
suh as stiness and frition. It is responsible for generating fores at a loal ontat point on a
shape. The base lass of all suh objets is HAPISurfaeObjet and there are several surfaes avail-
able in HAPI [5℄. The surfae objet is responsible of two things: moving the proxy and alulating
an interating fore.
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When dening a new surfae the virtual funtion getProxyMovement(ContatInfo & i) in HAPISur-
faeObjet is used to dene the proxy movement.
The user should all the funtion
1  i . setLoalProxyMovement ( Ve2f \& pm )
to set the proxy movement. The rendering system will try to move the proxy aording to the
speied movement but might be stopped by olliding with other shapes along the path to the
new position. The proxy will then stay at this ollision point instead of moving all the way to the
speied position. When alulating the proxy movement and the interation fore the user has
aess to a ContatInfo objet. This objet ontains many information about the ontat point and
the ontat surfae. In this ase, the argument of setLoalProxyMovement is the Ve2 omposed
by the x and z omponent of i.loalProbePosition(), whih returns the position of the proxy
in the ontat point loal oordinates
8
. This means that the proxy will move on the surfae with
the loal x and z determined by the devie values.
After the new position of the proxy has been alulated, the interation fore with the surfae
has to be determined. For the most ommon surfae types this is usually a linear spring fore pulling
the devie bak towards the proxy. In this ase, a fore along Y -axis has to be rendered. To ahieve
this, it is suient to haraterize the virtual funtion getFores(ContatInfo & i) as follows:
1 void myHAPISurfae : : g e tFore s ( ContatIn fo &ontat_info ) {
2 double eps =0.01;
3 i n t foreSgn ;
4 Ve3 fore_to_render , VPVe ;
5 Ve3 loa lProbe= ontat_info . l o  a lP r obePo s i t i on ( ) ;
6 Ve3d probe_to_origin=ontat_info . g l oba lOr i g i n ( )−ontat_info .
g l oba lProbePos i t i on ( ) ;
7 hdevSur=sta t i _as t <HAPI : : PhantomHaptisDevie∗> ( ontat_info . hapt i  sDev i  e ( ) ) ;
8
9 VPVe=(Matrix3f ( hdevSur−>getOr i enta t i on ( ) ) ) . getColumn (2) ; // g e t t i n g the
th i r d olumn o f orn Mtrx = VP z−ax i s
10 // i f ( probe_to_origin . dotProdut (−VPVe)>0) foreSgn =1;
11 // e l s e i f ( probe_to_origin . dotProdut (−VPVe)<0) foreSgn=−1;
12 // e l s e foreSgn =0;
13 foreSgn=−1;
14 fore_to_render=foreSgn ∗( l o a lProbe ) ∗20 ;
15 Matrix4d CalSur=hdevSur−>ge tPo s i t i onCa l i b r a t i o n ( ) ;
16 Matrix3d Cal ibRotPart= CalSur . getRotat ionPart ( ) ;
17 Matrix3d invCal ibRotPart=CalibRotPart . i nv e r s e ( ) ;
18
19 ontat_info . setGloba lFore (Ve3 ( invCal ibRotPart ∗Ve3 (0 , fore_to_render . y , 0 ) ) ) ;
8
The loal oordinate system is onstruted with the proxy position as the origin, the ontat normal as the Y -axis
and and two arbitrary perpendiular axis in the plane as X and Z-axis.
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20 }
Calulating the sign in the ommented way (foreSgn, line 10 and 11), this surfae onsiders
both ases if ollision ours when going forward and going bakward (even if it may not be stritly
neessary with this kind of navigation)
9
. If the ollision ours when going forward the HIP will
be pushed upward and in the ase that the ollision ours going bakward the HIP will be pushed
downward. The kind of navigation implemented make this ase impossible, beause the proxy will
go bakward traveling on the same path it made when going forward. In this work the foreSgn
will be always positive, beause it will help to go bak inside the bronhial tree if a falling through
ours.
Provided that a ustom made lass inheriting from HAPISurfaeObjet exists all that has to be
done is to sublass H3DSurfaeNode. To sublass H3DSurfaeNode start by reating a onstrutor,
elds and the database interfae just as for any other node (see [12℄, setion 4.2.1 ). To make this
new node a funtional surfae node add an instane of the lass reated in HAPI to the variable
hapi_surfae. This is usually done by overriding the initialize funtion of H3DSurfaeNode:
1 void MySurfae : : i n i t i a l i z e ( ) {
2 H3DSt i f fnessSur faeNode : : i n i t i a l i z e ( ) ;
3 hapi_sur fae . r e s e t (
4 new HAPI : : myHAPISurfae( s t i f f n e s s −>getValue ( ) ,
5 damping−>getValue ( ) ,
6 0 , 0 ,
7 useRelat iveValues−>getValue ( ) ) ) ;
8 }
Created the new surfae node, it an be used in the sene graph and set as harateristi of
the bronhial tube objet. Every time there will be a ollision between the virtual bronhosope
tip and the bronhial tube, a fore along devie Y -axis will be sent to the devie itself. The node
mySurfae will be inserted inside the Appearane node.
The reonstruted lungs model is a triangle fae set and every fae has an orientation. The
node HaptisOption has a eld alled touhableFae whih speies whih sides of the shapes
to render haptially. If BACK only the bak side of an be felt, FRONT only front side and
FRONT_AND_BACK both sides
10
. To avoid falling through aused by the fat that the interior
side is not the touhable (for possible errors in the model), this eld is set to FRONT_AND_BACK.
9
This surfae is dened by the lass myHAPISurfae
10
The BACK and FRONT side are determined by the normal to the triangle surfae
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7.3.1 C++ implementation
The aim of this setion is not to show and desribe all the implementation ode, but the real aim
is giving the basi idea that lays under the ommuniation between the devie and the viewpoint
and the setting of all the desribed parameters and matries.
H3D allows its eld of the same type to ommuniate one another. This an be done with
something alled routing. A route between eld A and eld B means that if something hanges
in eld A an event message is sent to eld B to let it know that A has hanged and B an take
appropriate ations. The values of the elds are updated using lazy evaluation. This means that the
value of the eld will not be updated unless some part of the ode asks for its value (with e.g. the
getValue() funtion). Fields have a member funtion alled update() that takes are of updating
the value. By default it just opies the value of the inoming event, but it an be hanged to do
any arbitrary alulation by speializing the update funtion. The default update funtion for an
SField
11
looks something like:
1  l a s s SFFloat : pub l i  F i e ld {
2 v i r t u a l void update ( ) {
3 va lue = sta t i _as t < SFFloat>(event . ptr )−>getValue ( ) ;
4 }
5 }
where event is a member variable that ontains a pointer to the eld that aused the event and a
time stamp with the time the event our [12℄.
Sometimes, the existing elds ould not be suient or the update funtion must be modied to
ahieve one's objetives. In these ases, H3D gives to the developer the possibility to build his own
elds hoosing the type and the number of the input parameters and the type of the returned value.
Sometimes lazy evaluation is not desiderable, it is wanted the update funtion to be alled as
soon as an event is reeived. This an be done by speifying the eld to be an AutoUpdate eld. In
C++ this would be done as:
1  l a s s Pr in t Int32 : pub l i  AutoUpdate< SFInt32 > {
2 v i r t u a l void update ( ) {
3 SFInt32 : : update ( ) ;
4  e r r << value << endl ;
5 }
6 }
whih reates a eld that, as soon as it reeives the event, print on sreen the value it reeived.
One onstruted the desired lasses with the respetive update funtion, the eld an be built by
11
An SField is a eld that ontains a single value of some type and the eld type is named depending on the type
of the ontained value.
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reating an instane of this lass. To make the dierent eld to ommuniate one another, it is
suient to route them in the desired order.
In the implementation of setion 7.2.1 three lass of this kind have been implemented. The
rst eld (alled devNavigatorTrsf) is in harge of reading the devie position value and save
it in a variable. Furthermore, the update funtion of this eld modies other two variables: the
linear veloity depending on the y devie position and the bloking of the devie movement along
its X-axis. This bloking is made by sending a fore proportional to the x distane from the origin.
The event routed to this eld will be the position read from the devie. This means that every time
the devie position hanges, the update funtion of this lass will be alled and all the values will
be, exatly, updated.
The seond eld is devNavigatorOrn. This memorizes the orientation of the devie in a variable
and determines the amera angular veloity (about its X-axis). The event routed to it is the devie
orientation.
Finally, the lass viewUpdater that ontains all the alulations of the transformation matries
and that takes are of setting the viewpoint and alibration matries to the right value. The
update funtion of this eld is the one that moves everything and allow the navigation, so it is
wanted this funtion to updating ontinually. For this reason, the event routed to this eld is the
fration_hanged of the lok: every lok time the update funtion will be alled. The values
of linear and angular veloity and devie position and orientation provided from the other two
elds need to be global variable, so as to be utilized in the viewUpdater lass to exeute all the
alulations.
On the other hand, in the implementation desribed in setion 7.2.2 the neessary lasses are
only two. The lass that, in the other ase, managed the angular veloity is no longer needed,
sine the angle about the amera X-axis orrespond to the devie orientation about the X-axis
as explained in the orresponding setion (in this implementation the angle ξ of gure 7.7 is not
modied by angular veloity). Exepting for the devNavigatorOrn, the other two lasses are in this
implementation too and have the same role. Obviously, the viewUpdater will ontain the operations
(setting VP and alibration matries) of the spei desribed implementation.
Referring to the pseudo-ode of setion 7.2, there is a orrespondene between that ode and
these lasses. devNavigatorOrn and devNavigatorTrsf represents the Read_devie_info() fun-
tion and the viewUpdater is in harge of exeuting Compute_ontrol(), Update_alibration and
Update_viewpoint(). As already explained, the Compute_fores() funtion is managed diretly
by the surfae.
As mentioned, to route the dierent elds the orresponding lass objets have to be reated.
In this ase, it was done as follows:
First reating the new needed elds
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1 // Read_devie_info ( p o s i t i o n and o r i e n t a t i o n )
2 devNavigatorTrs f ∗devNavigatorTrsfObj = new devNavigatorTrs f ( ) ;
3 devNavigatorOrn ∗devNavigatorOrnObj = new devNavigatorOrn ( ) ; // j u s t in ` `
 o n t r o l l i n g d i r e  t l y the amera ' ' implementation
4 // Update_viewpoint ( ) , Update_al ibrat ion ( ) and Compute_ontrols ( )
5 viewUpdater ∗viewUpdaterObj = new viewUpdater ( ) ;
and then, when loading the sene, they have to be onneted with the desired eld:
1 // reading the hdev va lue s
2 hdev−>dev i ePos i t i on −>route ( devNavigatorTrsfObj ) ;
3 hdev−>dev i eOr i enta t i on−>route ( devNavigatorOrnObj ) ; // j u s t in ` `  o n t r o l l i n g
d i r e  t l y the amera ' ' implementation
4 hdev−>fol lowViewpoint−>setValue ( f a l s e ) ;
5
6 // s t a r t i n g the  l ok and rout ing to viewUpdater f i e l d
7 AutoRef< TimeSensor > t s ( new TimeSensor ) ;
8 ts−>startTime−>setValue ( TimeStamp ( )+1) ;
9 ts−>fration_hanged−>route ( viewUpdaterObj ) ;
10 ts−>loop−>setValue ( t rue ) ;
In this ode, 'hdev' is the name of the pointer that refers to the onneted devie. The eld
followViewpoint (true if the devie should follow the viewpoint) must be set to false. If its value
is true, this settings will at on the alibration matrix so as to maintain the probe position and
orientation on the sreen even when the VP is modied. This setting would obviously ollide with
the desired behaviour, whih wants the devie to follow the devie.
After having established the dierent routings, any time a devie value of position or orientation
hanges, it will be revealed and the value will be passed to the routed eld whih will handle the
event by hanging the settings in the appropriate way.
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Chapter 8
Graphis Interfae
The objetive of this module is to provide a Graphi User Interfae (GUI) made using Qt, whih
allows the user to explore the bronhial tree with the hapti devie. It must also provide an external
view of the same bronhial tree, where a point will indiate the position of the virtual amera during
the exploration. This GUI must have also tools to make the navigation easy and intuitive.
This setion presumes to desribe just the main onepts whih are at the basis of the imple-
mentation, the entire ode of C++ lasses and the detailed funtioning of the appliation an be
found in the appendix and the aompanying CD.
8.1 Qt - H3D integration: The QTWindow Class
H3D provides users with an H3DViewer whih is totally built using the wxWidgets library. Sine the
aim of this projet is to reate an appliation (Lung Viewer) in Qt and nothing was available with
Qt, the rst step was to implement the integration of an H3D sene in a Qt window, guaranteeing
keyboard and mouse interation with the speied sene.
In H3D, the base lass for all windows nodes is H3DWindowNode. It handles reation of win-
dows and window properties for looking into a Sene. To implement a new window lass the
following virtual funtions have to be speied: swapBuers(), initWindow(), initWindowHan-
dler(), setFullsreen( bool fullsreen ) makeWindowAtive(), setCursorType( onst std::string &
ursor_mode ) and getCursorForMode(). These funtions dene the fundamental ations asso-
iated to any window, they are funtions to reate the window and set of the properties, to set
whether the window should be fullsreen or not or to make the window ative. The same lass
also has a set of funtions that manage the signals oming from mouse and keyboard and allow
to interat with the sene. The missing plug is a event handler, that an reognize the signals
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Qt H3DWindowNode
mousePressEvent(QMouseEvent *event) virtual void onMouseButtonAtion( int button, int state );
mouseReleaseEvent(QMouseEvent *event) virtual void onMouseButtonAtion( int button, int state );
keyPressEvent(QKeyEvent *event) virtual void onKeyDown( int key, bool speial );
keyReleaseEvent(QKeyEvent *event) virtual void onKeyUp( int key, bool speial );
mouseMoveEvent(QMouseEvent *event) virtual void onMouseMotionAtion( int x, int y );
wheelEvent( QWheelEvent *event) virtual void onMouseWheelAtion( int diretion );
Table 8.1: Correspondene between the Qt funtion for athing mouse and keyboard events (left olumn)
and the H3DWindowNode funtions to manage them (right olumn). Eah Qt funtion alls its
orresponding H3D funtion, passing the right parameter.
from external devies. This event handler is provided in Qt by the funtions: mousePressEv-
ent(QMouseEvent *event), mouseReleaseEvent(QMouseEvent *event), keyPressEvent(QKeyEvent
*event), keyReleaseEvent(QKeyEvent *event), mouseMoveEvent(QMouseEvent *event), wheelEvent(
QWheelEvent *event). The event parameter inludes information about whih element (of key-
board or mouse) has provoked the event. These funtions are just used to ath the event and
all the H3DWindowNode funtion that handles the event aught. In tab. 8.1 an be seen the
orrespondene between Qt and H3D funtions for ating on windows.
On the Qt side, the base lass of all user interfae objets is QWidget. The widget is the atom
of the user interfae: it reeives mouse, keyboard and other events from the window system and
paints a representation of itself on the sreen. To ahieve the Qt-H3D onnetion, the idea proposed
in this projet is to reate an objet whih inherits from H3DWindowNode and from QWidget, so
as to be able to ath the events and all the orresponding H3D funtion with the right parameters.
The ombination of this funtions will allow to explore and look into the sene. To assoiate the
window to the node Sene, QTWindow must be a H3D node itself. To do this it is suient to add
the following ode in the .pp le of the QTWindow lass, dening the name of the new node and
adding it to the H3D database.
1 // Add th i s node to the H3DNodeDatabase system .
2 H3DNodeDatabase QTWindow : : database ( "QTWindow" ,
3 &(newInstane<QTWindow>) ,
4 type id ( QTWindow ) ,
5 &(H3DWindowNode : : database ) ) ;
So, when a window is to be added to a sene, it will be suient to reate the window and set the
value of the eld sene->window with the window just reated.
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(a) QMainWindow layout stru-
ture.
(b) QtDesigner form for the LungViewerWindow,
whih is the appliation main window.
Figure 8.1: QMainWindow layout and its relative implementation in the main appliation GUI.
8.2 Main Appliation
8.2.1 Graphi design
As already explained in previous setions, Qt supplies the user with a useful tool alled QtDesigner.
This helps building the main struture of the window by dragging and dropping basi widget forms
(suh as buttons, tags, sliders, menus...) in the empty window model and disposing them in the
intended layout. One the window struture is ompleted, this software allows to set properties
and how the events generated by the user have to be managed. Another important feature of
this tool is that it is perfetly integrated in QtCreator (the Qt ID environment): the user an
reate a Qt Designer Form Class and the ui
1
le and the relative lass are automatially generated.
Furthermore, the C++ ode desribing the window struture an be easily obtained using CMake
tools: QT4_WRAP_UI reads the formName.ui les (an example an be the one in gure 8.1(b)) and
reates the le ui_formName.h. This le only ontains the C++ ode orresponding to the form
built in QtDesigner, inluding the onnetion of signals and slots (whih will be explained below).
In the lass assoiated to the form, the reator and all the needed signals and slots are dened and
implemented.
The appliation main window is a QMainWindow, a Qt lass that provides (with lasses asso-
iated to it) a framework for building an appliation's user interfae. QMainWindow has its own
layout to whih you an add QToolBars, QDokWidgets, a QMenuBar, and a QStatusBar. The
layout has a enter area that an be oupied by any kind of widget (8.1(a)). As told before, a
1
ui is the extension of the les reated in QtDesigner.
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QtDesigner form needs to be proessed by QT_WRAP_UI. An example of the reated ode an
be the following .h le and and its struture is similar for every form. Here it will be shown the
ode relative to the form of gure 8.1(b):
• In the rst part there are all the lasses of the basi widget needed to build the window:
1 #i f n d e f UI_LUNGVIEWERWINDOW_H
2 #define UI_LUNGVIEWERWINDOW_H
3
4
5 #inlude <QtCore/QVariant>
6 #inlude <QtGui/QAtion>
7 #inlude <QtGui/QAppliation>
8 #inlude <QtGui/QButtonGroup>
9 #inlude <QtGui/QHBoxLayout>
10 #inlude <QtGui/QHeaderView>
11 #inlude <QtGui/QMainWindow>
12 #inlude <QtGui/QMenu>
13 #inlude <QtGui/QMenuBar>
14 #inlude <QtGui/QPushButton>
15 #inlude <QtGui/QSpaerItem>
16 #inlude <QtGui/QStatusBar>
17 #inlude <QtGui/QVBoxLayout>
18 #inlude <QtGui/QWidget>
19
20 QT_BEGIN_NAMESPACE
• then the lass and all the objets used in the window are dened:
1  l a s s Ui_LungViewerWindow
2 {
3 pub l i  :
4 QAtion ∗ationOpen_Lung ;
5 QAtion ∗ationOpen_Path ;
6 QAtion ∗ ationMain_Sett ings ;
7 QWidget ∗ ent ra lw idg e t ;
8 QVBoxLayout ∗ ver t i a lLayout ;
9 QWidget ∗LunPlae_widget ;
10 QVBoxLayout ∗ vert ia lLayout_2 ;
11 QHBoxLayout ∗LungPlae_Layout ;
12 QHBoxLayout ∗ hor i zonta lLayout ;
13 QSpaerItem ∗ hor i zonta lSpa e r ;
14 QPushButton ∗ s tartButton ;
15 QPushButton ∗ stopButton ;
16 QPushButton ∗homeButton ;
17 QMenuBar ∗menubar ;
18 QMenu ∗menuFile ;
19 QMenu ∗menuOpen;
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20 QMenu ∗menuSett ings ;
21 QStatusBar ∗ s ta tusbar ;
• subsequently all the elements omposing the window are named and positioned in the layout.
At the end of the setupUi funtion, the onnetion between signals and slots are dened.
1 void setupUi (QMainWindow ∗LungViewerWindow )
2 {
3 // de f in ing , naming and po s i t i o n i n g a l l the e lements
4
5 i f (LungViewerWindow−>objetName ( ) . isEmpty ( ) )
6 LungViewerWindow−>setObjetName ( QString : : fromUtf8 ( "LungViewerWindow
" ) ) ;
7 LungViewerWindow−>r e s i z e (639 , 526) ;
8
9 // [ . . . ℄
10
11 // De f in ing the onnet ion between s i g n a l s and s l o t s .
12
13 QObjet : : onnet ( ationOpen_Lung , SIGNAL( t r i g g e r e d ( ) ) , LungViewerWindow
, SLOT( openLung ( ) ) ) ;
14 QObjet : : onnet ( at ionMain_Settings , SIGNAL( t r i g g e r e d ( ) ) ,
LungViewerWindow , SLOT( openMainSett ( ) ) ) ;
15 QObjet : : onnet ( startButton , SIGNAL(  l i  k e d ( ) ) , LungViewerWindow , SLOT
( routeAl l ( ) ) ) ;
16 QObjet : : onnet ( stopButton , SIGNAL(  l i  k e d ( ) ) , LungViewerWindow , SLOT(
unRouteAll ( ) ) ) ;
17 QObjet : : onnet ( homeButton , SIGNAL(  l i  k e d ( ) ) , LungViewerWindow , SLOT(
getHome ( ) ) ) ;
18
19 QMetaObjet : : onnetSlotsByName (LungViewerWindow ) ;
20 } // setupUi
21
22 } ;
• Finally, the lass assoiated to the form is dened (LungViewerWindow) and fore to inherit
from the ui lass.
1 namespae Ui {
2  l a s s LungViewerWindow : pub l i  Ui_LungViewerWindow {} ;
3 } // namespae Ui
4
5 QT_END_NAMESPACE
6
7 #end i f // UI_LUNGVIEWERWINDOW_H
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8.2.2 Funtioning
As already mentioned, the signals and slots mehanism is fundamental for Qt programming. It
enables the appliation programmer to bind objets together without the objets knowing anything
about eah other. So, by this mehanism, the widgets (and all the struture formed by that)
an ommuniate one another or with the main proess. When an event ours (suh as an OK
button is pressed) the involved element sends a signal aording to the ourred event. This signal
is redireted to the bind objet (of the same or another window) whih will reat with the slot
assoiated to that signal. One objet an throw dierent signals and eah signal an be onneted
to many slots or, vie versa, many signals an be onneted to the same slot. These onnetions
an easily be dened in QtDesigner itself, by linking the dierent widgets and hoosing the existing
signals/slots or reating some new. As shown above, the onnetion astatement looks like this:
1 onnet ( sender , SIGNAL( s i g n a l ) , r e  e i v e r , SLOT( s l o t ) ) ;
where sender and reeiver are pointers to QObjet and where signal and slot are funtion
signature without parameter names [14℄.
The only thing to be respeted is the oherene between the parameters of the linked signal and
slot: the signal and the slot must have the same parameter types and in the same order. Signals
and slots are here used just with widgets, but the mehanism is implemented in QObjet and is not
limited to GUI programming. It an be used by any QObjet lass. Slots and signals have to be
dened and implemented in the lass assoiated to the form (in this ase it is LungViewerWindow).
A little inonveniene of this method is that Qt uses a preproess MOC to translate signals and
slots and so there is no aess to pure C++ ode.
Another two features of this main window deserve to be mentioned: the LungViewerWindow
lass onstrutor and the load funtion.
The onstrutor has the following form:
1 /// Construtor
2 LungViewerWindow : : LungViewerWindow (QWidget ∗parent ) :
3 QMainWindow( parent ) ,
4 u i (new Ui : : LungViewerWindow )
5 {
6
7 ui−>setupUi ( t h i s ) ;
8
9 sene . r e s e t ( new Sene ) ;
10 //  r e a t e a window to d i sp l ay
11 QTWindow ∗glwindow = new QTWindow ;
12 sene−>window−>push_bak ( glwindow ) ;
13
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14 ui−>LungPlae_Layout−>addWidget ( glwindow ) ;
15 sene−>seneRoot−>setValue (NULL) ;
16
17 s e t t i n g s =0;
18 }
where it an be observed the assignment of the form to the window (line 7) and the reation of
the QTWindow whih is assoiated to the Sene sene (lines 11 and 12). At the beginning the
sene root is NULL (no le is shown), so, when opening this main window, a blak retangle (whih
represent the NULL sene) will be shown in the QTWindow position. The sene is lled up
when the load funtion is alled.
The other important element is the loadFile funtion. Its input parameter is the path to the
le of the lung image. What this funtion does is to load a basi empty sene with all the general
settings and ll in the two empty groups LUNGS and ROUTES dened to ontain the bronhial
tree input parameter and the possible guidane path, respetively. This basi le is alled base.x3d
and looks like this:
1 <?xml v e r s i on=" 1 .0 " enoding=" utf−8"?>
2 <X3D p r o f i l e="H3DAPI" ve r s i on=" 2 .0 ">
3 <Group DEF="BASE">
4
5 <Dev i e In fo>
6 <PhantomDevie p o s i t i o nCa l i b r a t i o n="10 0 0 0
7 0 10 0 0
8 0 0 10 0
9 0 0 0 1">
10 <GodObjetRenderer />
11 <Shape on t a i n e rF i e l d=" s t y l u s ">
12 <Appearane>
13 <Mater ia l />
14 </Appearane>
15 <Sphere rad iu s=" 0 .01 " />
16 </Shape>
17 </PhantomDevie>
18 </Dev i e In fo>
19 <IMPORT inlineDEF="H3D_EXPORTS" exportedDEF="HDEV" AS="HDEV" />
20
21 <Globa lSe t t ing s>
22 <HaptisOptions DEF="HaOp"/>
23 <DefaultAppearane>
24 <Appearane  on t a i n e rF i e l d="defau l tAppearane">
25 <SmoothSurfae s t i f f n e s s=" 0 .5 " />
26 </Appearane>
27 </DefaultAppearane>
28 </Globa lSe t t ing s>
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29
30 <Viewpoint DEF="VP" po s i t i o n="0 0 .0 3" />
31 <!−− Disable the head l i ght s i n  e we want an overhead l i g h t −−>
32 <!−−Nav igat i on In fo head l i ght="FALSE" type="NONE" /−−>
33 <!−−Pos i t i on a l i g h t overhead , s l i g h t l y o f f−ente r ed −−>
34 <!−−Di r e  t i ona lL i gh t d i r e  t i o n=" 0 .1 −1 0 .1 " /−−>
35 <!−−Di r e  t i ona lL i gh t d i r e  t i o n=" 0 .1 1 0 .1 " /−−>
36
37
38 <!−−LUNGS−−>
39 <Group DEF="LUNGS">
40
41 </Group>
42
43
44 <!−−X Y Z AXIS−−>
45 <Group DEF="ROUTES">
46 </Group>
47
48 </Group>
49 </X3D>
where:
• DevieInfo node denes the devie settings suh as the renderer used and the shape of the
proxy (a sphere in that ase).
• IMPORT node detets the devie and assigns it a name that will be used to refer to it.
• GlobalSettings establish some global haptis options, suh as the touhable fae or the
stiness of all the surfaes.
An X3D le denes a sene-graph using an XML-like syntax haraterized by nodes and tags.
To eah node a string an be assoiated. This string (inserted with the DEF ommand) gives a
name to the node, whih an be used for further referenes. H3D has a lass named DEFNodes
whih provides a mapping between dened DEF names in X3D and the nodes they refer to. The
insertion of the input le inside base.x3d is possible thanks to this tags on the nodes. When an
X3D le is loaded, all its dened nodes an be olleted in a DEFNodes objet and an be used
to modify the graph from the C++ environment. How to insert lungs sene-graph is shown and
ommented below. After having reated the DEFNodes objet myDefNodes1 and referred to the
root node (Group base) of the base.x3d le, the group whih will orrespond to the LUNGS node
is reated
1 Group∗ base= new Group ( ) ;
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2 myDefNodes1−>getNode ( "BASE" , base ) ;
3 //  r e a t i n g the group whih w i l l orrespond to the LUNGS node
4 Group ∗ lungs= new Group ( ) ;
5 myDefNodes1−>getNode ( "LUNGS" , lungs ) ;
Then, the node that reeives the input le graph must be reated (alled lungsNode). The ommand
reateX3DFromURL reate H3D nodes given X3D data as a URL and lungsNode will be pointing
to the rst node of the X3D sene-graph ontained in fileName.
1 // i n s e r t i n g the sene graph de f ined by f i leName as h i l d r en o f the ` ` lungs ' ' group
2 X3D::DEFNodes ∗ lungsDefNodes= new X3D::DEFNodes ( ) ;
3 AutoRef<Node> ∗ lungsNode ;
4 lungsNode=new AutoRef<Node>(X3D::reateX3DNodeFromURL ( f i leName . toStdSt r ing ( ) ,
lungsDefNodes ) ) ;
The last step is to insert the graph into the existing le and then set this omplete sene graph as
the seneRoot:
1 i f ( t_lungs ) t_lungs−>h i ld r en−>push_bak ( lungsNode−>get ( ) ) ;
2 i f ( lungs ) lungs−>h i ld r en−>push_bak ( t_lungs ) ;
3
4 / / [ . . . ℄
5
6 sene−>seneRoot−>setValue ( base ) ;
The load funtion (alled loadPath) for adding the alulated path in the sene is based, more or
less, on the same idea. A node ontaining the path is reated by the funtion reateX3DNodeFromURL
and this node is inserted as hildren of the group base, whih is delared as private variable of the
LungViewerWindow lass.
In the implementation of ontrolling the amera from the base of the tip, an additional tool is
needed. As explained in hapter 7, in this implementation, it is not possible to pass from bakward
to forward if the urrent devie orientation does not orrespond to the one assoiated to the old
memorized position. With the aim to help the user to position the devie in the right orientation, a
little window has been reated. This window (g. 8.2) indiates to the user by red arrows in whih
diretion he/she has to rotate the stylus or if he has to move its tip up or down.
This window is obtained using the QPainter lass, whih performs low-level painting on widgets
and other paint devies (see [13℄ and [14℄ for more details).
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Figure 8.2: Window indiating the movement to make with the devie to align the devie orientation with
the memorized one.
8.3 Two dierent views
As said in the introdution of this hapter, the other main feature of the appliation is having two
dierent views: one showing the sene seen by the bronhosope amera and the other showing the
external view of the lungs with a sphere indiating the position of the tip inside the bronhial tree.
In the attempt of reating two windows (QTWindow) ontaining the same sene but with
dierent viewpoint, H3D presents some problems: when the user ats on the image with the xed
viewpoint this stays still whereas the other sene reats as if this last sene was reeiving the event.
The internal H3D navigation system is not built to handle two viewpoints at the same time and
navigation in both windows. Even onsulting the H3D Forum, it does not seem to be possible or
easily implementable.
In this projet the total independene between senes is ahieved working with separate pro-
esses: one dealing with haptis navigation and the other with the external view. This way of
implementing also assures navigation for both windows, even with dierent viewpoints. However,
a new problem arises, onerning the fat that the haptis devie an ommuniate with just one
appliation at a time. So, it has to be found a method to make the two proesses ommuniate one
another so as also the seond one an know the tip position and orientation and, therefore, positions
the indiation point in the right oordinates inside the bronhial tree.
The solution adopted here is to reate a shared memory where the both proesses an aess, read
or write data. To ahieve that, BOOST library is used. This library provides, among other pak-
ages, the Boost.Interproess whih allows to reate and manage a shared memory and, therefore, a
ommuniation between proesses in the same omputer (or mahine in general).
The Lung Viewer main window is the window that reeives the haptis devie information and
it will be the main thread. This appliation is also responsible of updating the alibration eld,
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(a) Lung Viewer window whih visualizes the
bronhosope amera view.
(b) Window used for the general view. The gure
is more transparent and a little red point an be
seen at the mouth of the trahea.
Figure 8.3: The Complete Graphi User Interfae
apart from the ommuniation with the devie. The main proess reates the shared memory
segment in whih a vetor of matries will be saved. This vetor ontains the matries deribing the
historial positions and orientations of the bronhosope tip. They are 4× 4 matries expressing
the transformation between the world oordinates and the tip oordinates. Every updating yle,
the main proess adds to the shared vetor the last matrix value. The seond proess just reads
from the shared memory segment the last vetor value, whih represents the urrent position. It is
in harge of showing the general view of the lungs and translate a little sphere aording to this
read value. Every time a new le is opened, the shared memory is leared to free the spae and
avoid that the values regarding dierent navigation will aet the urrent one. Finally, being two
parallel proesses, it is made possible to interat with the sene rendered in general view window
by mouse or keyboard, without aeting the other one.
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Chapter 9
Environmental Analysis
Sine this work is purely a software development, it does not aet the environment diretly.
More or less the same approah was used to develop the dierent modules. The rst phase,
always, onsisted of onsulting books, artiles and manuals and doing some tests to know the tools
whih will be used in the projet. This implied the use of paper (new, used or reyled) to print
some essential part of douments or write notes or alulations and the use of omputer to make
tests or also read douments. The following phase was more entered on the development of ode
and tests using the omputer and the devie, when needed. In this phases the use of paper may
derease (just use to print some important ode) but, on the other hand, the onsumption of eletri
energy inreases. Sine this software should be distributed and tested in two hospitals, at least two
CD must be burned and distributed. The eets on the environment an be summarized as follow:
• Emissions in the atmosphere aused by a ontinuing use of a omputer. Considering an average
power onsumption of 360 W for 6 months (24 day per month) and a average time of 10 hours
per day, this onsumption an be estimated in about 520 kWh.
• Emissions aused for the use of the haptis devie. Considering an average power onsumption
of 40W and an average use of 2 hours per day in only the seond part of the work (4 months),
the eletriity onsumption an be estimated in 192 kWh.
• Paper and ink onsumption to print douments in general or part of interesting ode and to
write notes or alulations. The paper used was reyled, written on one page or new sheets.
• CDs for the distribution of the software (at least two for the two hospital whih are ollabo-
rating in this projet) that need to be reyled when not used anymore.
• Emissions as onsequene of the transport used to go to the laboratory or libraries.
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A last onsideration to make is that all the paper used in the projet and onsidered useless at
the end of the projet itself has been reyled.
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Chapter 10
Costs Analysis
The osts deriving from this work an be divided into two groups: osts related to the physial
equipment or material and those related to the sta work (omposed by dotor engineer, a PhD
student and a new engineer.)
Physial Equipment
Equipment / Material Unit Prie [e℄ Total Cost [e℄
Phantom Omni 1780 1780
PC Dell T1500 1000 1000
Fungible Material
(CD, Sheets of paper...) - 20
Total - 3000
The indiated prie may seem a high prie for a tower PC, but a good graphial board with
high alulation apaity is needed to proess the heavy images of bronhial tubes. It need also a
Fire-Wire (IEEE 1394 ) to ommuniate with the haptis devie.
Working Sta
Profession Hours Professional Fee [e/h℄ Total Cost [e℄
Senior Engineer 100 100 10000
PhD Student 100 80 8000
Engineer Junior 1080 35 37800
Total 55800
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The ost of transport to get to the laboratory or to get where the meeting took plae are inluded
in the professional fee.
The estimate of this projet an be around 58.800 e, whih an be an hypothetial budget to
arry out this work.
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Chapter 11
Results
A software has been implemented to allow the navigation in the VB by means of a hapti devie,
satisfying the requirements of the appliation expounded in setion 4.
The software allows the user to observe the virtual reonstrution of the bronhial tree of a spe-
i patient and to explore it by a haptis devie. To ahieve that, the bronhosope was modeled
and the transformation matries between devie and virtual world were alulated onsidering
the model.
The movements made for the virtual exploration are very similar to the ones made in real
bronhosopy and two implementations are proposed, whih have to be evaluated by ompetent
medial sta.
The ollisions are managed in the right way avoiding the proxy from exiting from the bronhial
tube and rendering a fore in devie Y -axis. This makes the stylus lifting and, onsequently, auses
a bakward movement of the amera that allows the observer to see his way and go on with the
navigation. The external view helps the user's bearings showing the position of the amera inside
the bronhial tube.
The speiation regarding the libraries to be used have been satised too: graphis and hap-
tis rendering has been developed with H3DAPI and HAPI and the Graphi User Interfae by
Qt. Dening the projet by a CMake le enables to build the projet both for Linux and Windows.
In the tests made so far, the software does not present any strange behaviour. It has a slow
start up depending on the size of the .wrl loaded for the navigation. The hapti renderer provides
good results but in some ases does not totally avoid falling through problems. It depends on the
quality of the reonstrution and on the shape of the hit zone. If a falling through may our, the
provided going bakward movement, assure the return of the amera inside the bronhus and the
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user an start again his/her navigation. The interfae will be omposed of two separate windows
and eah of them is assoiated to one proess (navigation or external view). The user an manage
separately the two windows, set their dimensions and move them independently or hoosing whih
one to show on the sreen. Moreover, it is guaranteed the total independene between the two
senes for the user, that an modify one without the other being aeted.
The fores sent to the devie (aused by ollisions or to onstrain it to a position with a null
X-omponent) make the devie vibrating sometimes. The reason of that ould be related with
several issues. As desribed in [7℄ hapti interfaes an only exert fore with limited magnitude and
not equally well in all diretions, thus rendering algorithms must ensure that no output omponents
saturate, as this would lead to erroneous or disontinuous appliation of fores to the user. Another
issue ould be that hapti-rendering algorithms operate in disrete time whereas users operate in
ontinuous time: while touhing a virtual objet, the virtual sampled probe will always lag behind
the probe's atual ontinuous-time position. Due to this beahaviour, the user needs to perform less
work than in reality, when pressing on a virtual objet. The problems an ome when the user
releases: the virtual objet returns more work than its real-world ounterpart would have returned.
This over-reation an ause an unstable response. Finally, hapti devie position sensors have
nite resolution. Consequently, there are always quantization errors, attempting to determine where
and when ontat ours or just the devie position (needed, then, to alulate veloity or determine
whether or not fores has to be sent). Although users might not easily pereive this error, it an
reate stability problems.
Figure 11.1 shows some sreen-shots of the reated appliation. Moreover, some videos have
been made to show better and attahed in the aompanying CD.
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(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 11.1: Sreenshots from the appliation
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Chapter 12
Conlusions
All the objetives of the beginning have been attained with good results. This work an be onsid-
ered also a sort of experiment to test new libraries and merge them to blend leverly the quality
of eah of them.
Qt turns out to be a very good tool for developing GUI and widgets in general. It enables the
user to aomplish the GUI very quikly, using all its tools, whih are perfetly integrated in the
QtCreator IDE. The Qt Referene Doumentation is very omplete and lear and plenty of useful
examples.
H3DAPI integrates hapti and graphi rendering in a very good way. It represents a powerful de-
velopment tool that onsents to the software developer to save time and ahieve very good results.
HAPI allows a total ontrol of the devie and of the hapti side of the sene. H3DAPI build nodes
from HAPI strutures, whih an be used in the sene-graph making all the development easier and
the struture learer. On the other hand, when reating something new regarding hapti rendering,
it is needed the HAPI struture rst and then the node with H3DAPI an be dened alling the
HAPI objet just reated.
Finally, another positive onsideration an be done about Python
1
, even though it was never
mentioned before. It annot be numbered among the fundamental software used developing this
work, but it has turn out to be a good tool for testing operation. It is a very easy and intuitive
programming language, whih H3D uses for many examples and to implement useful tools. Sine
it is an interpreted language, its eieny may not be as good as C++ written programs, so the
hoie to develop everything in C++.
Despite being a basi version, it an be dened a good tool for navigation. It allows also to
1
http://www.python.org/
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adjust some important parameters like transpareny, navigation type and veloity or the position
of the enter of rotation, oering more possibilities to arry out the navigation and analyze more
speially some parts. It an be used to arry out the virtual bronhosopy more quikly and in
a more intuitive way. It aquires a value-added inside the bigger projet already mentioned at
the beginning: it is the appliation whih make it possible to integrate the results of both virtual
reonstrution from CT images and path-nding modules.
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Chapter 13
Future Work
Using this work as basis, there are many possibilities to add features and expand the eld of
appliation. Some of them have already been onsidered as natural ontinuation of this projet.
13.1 Improving the Feeling
Two aspets an be added to make the navigation more real. One is to make the virtual bronosope
tip to turn if one side of the tip is touhing a bronhus wall, so as to better render the real
bronhosope turning ation. In fat, what really happens in real bronhosopy is that the dotor
(when getting to a fork) turns the tip in the desired diretion and push the tube forward; the bent
bronhosope tip hits on its lateral side against the bronhus wall and, then, keeping on pushing
the bronhosope, it slides on the bronhus wall and atually turns as desired. To better render
the feeling of this behaviour and of bronhosopy in general, a solution ould be to give a dierent
interating shape to the proxy. In this ase the hapti interation point will be a bronhosope tip
model. This would be ompliated to alulate the reation fore from the ollision points of the
virtual tip and to translate them in a meaningful way to the devie (i.e. send a fore to the devie
that render, somehow, the real feeling).
13.2 Guidane
This appliation ounts with the insertion of a planned path that indiates to the dotor the route
he/she has to follow to reah the target point (for example a aner nodule in a lung peripheral
zone). Haptis properties an be exploited to lead the dotor exploration following the proposed
route, by sending fores to the devie that indiate the dotor how to atuate.
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Another thing that an be useful to add is the vision of the DICOM images whih the dotors
are very familiar with. So, during navigation, they an see the 3-dimensional reonstrution and
identify where they are also in the two planes (sagittal and trasversal) in DICOM images.
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Appendix A
User Manual
When the Lung Viewer is opened, appears as seen in gure A.1. To start the navigation is neessary
to load a sene. This an be done by liking on the File menu and hoosing Open->Open Lung.
One seleted the le to open, the sene will appear on the main window (named Lung Viewer
A.2(a)) and a seond window will be open showing the general view of the lungs and a little spot
indiating the position within the bronhial tube during the navigation (g. A.2(b)). To insert the
planned path is suient to lik on the other item of the File menu and hoose the desired le.
Lung Viewer
Lung Viewer presents 3 buttons:
• Start allows the user to start the navigation by the haptis devie.
• Stop interrupts the navigation and the amera stays at the same position and orientation as
when the button is pressed.
• Home is like a reset button: it brings the situation as it is at the beginning.
These buttons are very useful if the user loose his/her way and wants to start from the beginning
or to stop the navigation if some problem ours.
It has also the menu Settings (g. A.3)that open a dialog window where the user an hange
some parameters:
• Veloity allows the user to hange the linear forward veloity. The biggest is the value the
less the user has to move the devie to obtain a ertain displaement veloity.
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Figure A.1: The appearane of the main window when the proess start.
(a) Lung Viewer window whih visualized the
bronhosope amera view.
(b) Window used for the general view. The gure
is more transparent and a little red point an be
seen at the mouth of the trahea.
Figure A.2: The Complete Graphi User Interfae
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Figure A.3: The Main Settings dialog window.
• Angular Veloity available only in the navigation ontrolling diretly the amera. It hange
the veloity of inreasing-dereasing the tip angle.
• Transpareny, as the word tells, is used to set the transpareny of the bronhial tube: its
range goes from 0 to 1 where 1 is totally transparent and 0 is the natural olor.
General View
This seond window opens only when a new le is opened in Lung Viewer. It presents three Group
Box: one showing the urrent navigation type and letting the user to modify it, another one showing
the oordinates of the enter of rotation and the last one indiating the transpareny.
The enter of rotation is the point whih the bronhial tube will move around when the user will
at on the window with the mouse. Furthermore, it is also the point where the amera omes nearer
when zooming by mouse. To hange the orientation of the viewpoint is only neessary to lik on
the image and translate the mouse in the desired diretion.
The navigation type determines the user interfae apabilities of the browser. There are many type
of navigation [15℄:
• WALK: is used for exploring a virtual world on foot or in a vehile that rests on or hovers
above the ground. It is strongly reommended that WALK navigation dene the up vetor in
the +Y diretion and provide some form of terrain following and gravity in order to produe
a walking or driving experiene.
• FLY: is similar to WALK exept that terrain following and gravity may be disabled or ignored.
If the type is FLY, the browser shall stritly support ollision detetion.
• LOOK AT: is used to explore a sene by navigating to a partiular objet. Seleting an objet
with LOOKAT, it moves the viewpoint diretly to some onvenient viewing distane from the
bounding box enter of the seleted objet, with the viewpoint orientation set to aim the view
at the approximate enter of the objet and it sets the enter of rotation in the urrently
bound Viewpoint node to the approximate enter of the seleted objet.
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(a) Example of a sene showing a bronhial
tree during the forward movement
PSfrag replaements
0
(b) To obtain a straight forward movement,
the user has to bring the HIP in a negative
position about y omponent. The arrow here
is not indiating any referenes oordinate,
it indiates just the suggested movement to
perform.
Figure A.4: How obtain the forward movement and the orrespondent result.
• EXAMINE navigation is used for viewing individual objets. EXAMINE shall provide the ability
to orbit or spin the user's eyepoint about the enter of rotation in response to user ations. The
enter of rotation for moving the viewpoint around the objet and determining the viewpoint
orientation is speied in the urrently bound Viewpoint node.
• NONE navigation disables and removes all browser-spei navigation user interfae foring the
user to navigate using only mehanisms provided in the sene, suh as Anhor nodes or sripts
that inlude loadURL(). NONE has an eet only when it is the rst supported navigation
type.
A.1 Example of navigation
In this setion it will be shown in pratie the movement the user must do to explore the sene
and turn into a bronhus. The forward movement is obtained by pushing the devie in a position
with negative y omponent (gure A.4(b)). When the observer will get to a fork of the bronhial
tree (gure A.4(a)), he will need to turn into the desired bronhus and proeed with the navigation.
Considering how the bronhosope is modeled in this work, its tip is able to turn only on the vertial
plane (Y,Z) with respet to the amera frame, in other words just up-down movement is onsented.
To enter in bronhi lying  on other planes, a ombination of more movements is needed. In this
setion, it will be analyzed how to turn into a left bronhus, onsidering the trahea and the two
main bronhi in a horizontal position as shown in gure A.4(a).
To turn left, the user must position the plane whih the tip moves on in the position needed
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(a) The rotation of the amera about its Z-
axis. The amera is rotated ounterlok-
wise, so the image appears rotated lok-
wise. This an be seen omparing the spots
with those of gure A.4(a).
(b) To obtain the result shown in the pi-
ture A.5(a) the 6th joint of the devie has
to be rotated ounterlokwise as shown.
Figure A.5: The rotation around amera Z-axis.
to turn in the desired diretion. In this ase he an turn ounterlokwise the amera (ating on
joint 6 in the same diretion, see g. A.5(b)) so as to position the tip in a way it an turn in the
wanted bronhus. After this rotation, the sene observed will be that on of gure A.5(a) where the
bronhi, now, are positioned in the vertial plane. Comparing gure A.4(a) and A.5(a) an be seen
that the left bronhus now beome the upper one. At this point, the user just have to turn the tip
up, by pointing the stylus in the same up diretion (g. A.6(b)). To move into the bronhus and
then ontinue the exploration, he just need to perform a forward movement as desribed before.
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(a) The rotation of the amera about its X-
axis whih allows the user to observe the
top or the bottom of the sene to, in ase,
hoose the bronhus to enter when reahed
a fork, as in this example is shown.
(b) Moving the tip of the stylus up, the user
will be able to observe the top and, vie
versa, moving the stylus down, he will see
the bottom.
Figure A.6: The rotation around amera Z-axis.
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